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Abstract
Visually-guided underwater robots are widely used in numerous autonomous exploration and
surveillance applications alongside humans for cooperative task execution. However, under-
water visual perception is challenging due to marine artifacts such as poor visibility, lighting
variation, scattering, etc. Additionally, chromatic distortions and scarcity of salient visual fea-
tures make it harder for an underwater robot to visually interpret its surroundings to effectively
assist its companion diver during an underwater mission. In this paper, we delineate our at-
tempts to address these challenges by designing novel and improved vision-based solutions.
Specifically, we present robust methodologies for autonomous diver following, human-robot
communication, automatic image enhancement, and image super-resolution. We depict their
algorithmic details and describe relevant design choices to meet the real-time operating con-
straints on single-board embedded machines. Moreover, through extensive simulation and field
experiments, we demonstrate how an autonomous robot can exploit these solutions to under-
stand human motion and hand gesture-based instructions even in adverse visual conditions. As
an immediate next step, we want to focus on relative pose estimation and visual attention mod-
eling of an underwater robot based on its companion humans’ body-pose and temporal activity
recognition. We believe that these autonomous capabilities will facilitate a faster and better
interpretation of visual scenes and enable more effective underwater human-robot cooperation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Underwater robotics is an area of increasing importance, with existing and emerging applica-
tions ranging from inspection and surveillance to data collection and mapping tasks. Since truly
autonomous underwater navigation is still an open problem, underwater missions often require a
team of human divers and autonomous robots to cooperatively perform tasks. The human divers
typically lead the mission and operate the robots during task execution [1]. Such situations arise
in numerous important applications such as undersea pipeline and ship-wreck inspection, ma-
rine life and seabed monitoring, and many other exploration activities [2, 3]. Without sacrificing
the generality of the applications, we consider a single-robot setting where a human diver leads
and interacts with the robot at certain stages of an underwater mission. The robot follows the
diver and performs the instructed tasks during the operation. Such semi-autonomous behavior
of a mobile robot with human-in-the-loop guidance reduces operational overhead by eliminating
the necessity of teleoperation.
In human-robot collaborative settings, underwater robots typically rely on vision for ex-
teroceptive perception. A practical alternative is to use acoustic sensors such as sonars and
hydrophones. However, they are mainly used for target tracking [4, 5] as they are not suitable
for interactive applications. Additionally, acoustic sensors face challenges in coastal waters due
to scattering and reverberation. Furthermore, their usage is often limited by government regu-
lations on the sound level in marine environments [2]. On the other hand, cameras are passive
sensors, i.e., they do not emit energy and hence are not intrusive to the marine ecosystem [6].
These are compelling reasons why visual sensing is more feasible for underwater applications.
Nevertheless, underwater visual perception is challenging due to the unfavorable visual con-
ditions arising from generally degraded optics caused by factors such as limited visibility, vari-
ations in illumination, chromatic distortions, etc. Therefore, visual detection and tracking, ser-
voing, detailed scene understanding, etc., are particularly hard problems in noisy underwater
enironments. Besides, real-time operating requirements and single-board computational con-
straints make it a notoriously challenging undertaking to ensure robust yet efficient perception
performance. Such adverse operating conditions call for two major characteristics of percep-
tion algorithms: robustness to noisy visual data and fast on-board run-time. Consequently, they
require careful and intuitive design, efficient implementation, and thorough performance vali-
dation by field experiments.
2
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Original
Diver Diver Robot
Enhanced Enhanced Original
(a) Enhancing underwater image quality and improving visual perception performance; two scenarios are
shown: autonomous diver following (left), and human-robot interaction (right).
Using hand gesturesUsing AR-tags
(b) Communicating instructions to an under-
water robot for dynamic task execution.
Original Super-resolution Saliency prediction
(c) Finding interesting image regions and zooming in to
have a closer look.
Figure 1.1: A few illustrations of our vision-based solutions for autonomous diver following, hand
gesture-based human-robot communication, automatic image enhancement, and image super-resolution.
We are currently working on the problem of relative pose estimation and visual attention modeling.
1.1 Developed Methodologies
Our research so far has focused on enabling the computational capabilities of a visually-guided
underwater robot for it to operate in human-robot cooperative settings amid noisy sensing con-
ditions. As demonstrated in Figure 1.1, we provide efficient vision-based solutions for the
following problems:
• Autonomous diver following: We develop two efficient methodologies for an underwa-
ter robot to visually detect and follow its companion diver. The first method detects the
motion directions of a diver by keeping track of their positions through the image se-
quences over time. In this method [7], a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is designed to
filter the search space of all potential motion directions relying on image intensities in
the spatial domain. The diver’s motion signature is subsequently detected in a sequence
of non-overlapping image sub-windows exhibiting human swimming patterns in the fre-
quency domain. The second method [1] uses deep visual features to detect divers in the
RGB image space. In this method, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based model
is trained on a large dataset of hand-annotated images that we collected from various field
experiments [8]. The trained model is invariant to scale, color, and appearance of divers;
additionally, it is robust to noise and image distortions [2, 9].
• Human-robot communication: Then we develop a simple interaction framework where
a diver can use a set of intuitive and meaningful hand gestures to program new instructions
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for the accompanying robot or reconfigure existing program parameters on-the-fly. In the
proposed system [10], a CNN-based model is designed for hand gesture recognition; we
also explore the usability of state-of-the-art deep object detectors. Once the hand gestures
are recognized, a finite-state machine-based deterministic model efficiently performs the
gesture-to-instruction mapping. These mapping rules are intuitively designed so that they
can be easily interpreted and adopted by the divers [8]. The major advantage of this
design is that a diver can communicate with underwater robots in a natural way using
their hands (see Figure 1.1b), without using artificial tags (e.g., AR-tags [11]) or requiring
memorization of a complex set of language rules.
• Automatic image enhancement: Next, we design a conditional Generative Adversar-
ial Network (GAN)-based model for underwater image enhancement in real-time. In the
proposed model [12], we formulate an objective function that evaluates the perceptual
image quality based on its global content, color, and local style information. For super-
vised training, we prepare a large-scale dataset of a paired and an unpaired collection of
underwater images (of poor and good quality) that are captured during several oceanic
explorations and field experiments; we make this dataset publicly available for contempo-
rary researchers. Our trained model automatically enhances underwater images in terms
of color, sharpness, and global contrast (see Figure 1.1a); more importantly, the enhanced
images provide improved performances for underwater object detection and human pose
estimation. Hence, the proposed model can be used as an image processing pipeline by
visually-guided underwater robots in real-time applications.
• Image super-resolution: Subsequently, we design a deep residual network-based gen-
erative model for single image super-resolution (SISR) of underwater imagery [13]. We
also provide an adversarial training pipeline for learning SISR from paired data. To super-
vise the training, we thoroughly prepare a large-scale dataset for 2×, 4×, and 8× SISR
models; we publicly release this dataset as well. Our qualitative and quantitative results
suggest that the proposed model provides realistic high-resolution (HR) visualizations for
low-resolution (LR) image patches (see Figure 1.1c), which is potentially useful in track-
ing fast-moving targets, attention modeling, and detailed understanding of underwater
scenes. Therefore, visually-guided robots can use this to zoom in a particular region of
interest for a more detailed perception.
We present the conceptual designs and implementation details of all the above-mentioned
methodologies in this paper (in Chapter 3 through Chapter 6). Additionally, we discuss the rel-
evant operational considerations and practicalities involved in their applications. Furthermore,
we evaluate their performance and feasibility through extensive qualitative and quantitative ex-
periments. We also perform several field experiments imitating real-world application scenarios;
the results and relevant discussions can be found in Chapter 7.
1.2 Proposed Research Direction
We now present several research problems that we are currently working on and looking forward
to pursuing further. Specifically, we are exploring the following three problems:
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• Simultaneous image enhancement and super-resolution: We plan to design a single
generative model that can simultaneously learn image enhancement and super-resolution
from supervised training. Currently, we have two separate models that are used sequen-
tially, i.e., the output of one is propagated as input to another. We aim to achieve a faster
inference by designing a single deep generative model.
• Robot-to-robot relative pose estimation using human pose: We are formulating a
method to determine the 3D relative pose of pairs of communicating robots by using
human pose-based key-points as correspondences. The use of mutually visible humans
as markers can alleviate the problem of having limited natural landmarks in underwater
scenes. Our preliminary experiments suggest that human pose-based key-points, once re-
fined, can be used as reliable geometric correspondences for multi-view relative pose esti-
mation. We are investigating more optimized solutions and conducting field experiments.
We believe that the proposed estimation method will be useful in multi-robot cooperative
settings [14, 15] in feature-deprived (and GPS-denied) underwater environment.
• Visual attention modeling: We are also working on designing a deep encoder-decoder
model that can learn to predict salient regions in images. Hence, the objective is to filter
visual attention to find interesting regions in the image space [16, 17]. Such saliency
prediction can speed up visual search and facilitate a better scene understanding [18]. In
human-robot collaborative settings, a robot can use the saliency map for efficient target
localization, human action recognition, etc. Moreover, with spatio-temporal attention
modeling, a robot can learn complex decision-making such as learning to imitate human
attention behavior, e.g., when to interact, where to look, etc. We are currently exploring all
these aspects to implement their underlying computational modules. In the near future,
we plan to conduct thorough qualitative and quantitative experiments for performance
validation of these modules.
We believe that the above-mentioned features will be extremely useful for effective under-
water human-robot collaboration. We present their methodological details, possible use-cases,
and some preliminary results in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Related Work
The underwater domain poses unique challenges for artificial (as well as natural) sensing, par-
ticularly more so for vision. Visual perception is difficult for underwater robots because of light
scattering, absorption, refraction, and the presence of suspended particulates. These phenom-
ena stimulate poor visibility, variations in lighting, and chromatic distortions. Such adverse
conditions call for two major characteristics of a perception algorithm: robustness to noisy sen-
sory data and fast run-time in embedded computing platforms. In the following discussion,
we present the existing visual perception methodologies for autonomous diver following and
human-robot interaction. Additionally, we present state-of-the-art methods for image enhance-
ment and super-resolution, which are useful to restore underwater image qualities and facilitate
improved perception performance.
2.1 Autonomous Diver Following
Due to the operational simplicity and fast run-time, simple feature-based trackers [19, 20] are
often practical choices for autonomous diver following. For instance, color-based tracking al-
gorithms perform binary image thresholding based on the color of a diver’s flippers or suit.
The thresholded binary image is then refined to track the centroid of the target (diver) us-
ing algorithms such as mean-shift, particle filters, etc. Ensemble learning methods such as
Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) has also been used for diver tracking [21]; AdaBoost learns a
strong tracker from a large number of simple feature-based trackers. Such ensemble methods are
proven to be computationally inexpensive yet highly accurate in practice. Optical flow-based
methods can also be utilized to track diver’s motion from one image frame to another. Opti-
cal flow is typically measured between two temporally ordered frames using the well-known
Horn and Schunk formulation [22] driven by brightness and smoothness assumptions on the
image derivatives. Therefore, as long as the target motion is spatially and temporally smooth,
optical flow vectors can be reliably used for detection. Several other feature-based tracking
algorithms and machine learning techniques have been investigated for diver tracking and un-
derwater object tracking in general. However, these methods are applicable mostly in favorable
visual conditions, e.g., in clear visibility and favorable lighting conditions.
Color distortions and low visibility issues are common in deep water scenarios. It is shown
in [23] that the human swimming cues in the frequency domain are stable and regular in noisy
6
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conditions. Specifically, intensity variations in the spatio-temporal domain along a diver’s swim-
ming direction have identifiable signatures in the frequency domain. These intensity variations
caused by a diver’s swimming gait tend to generate high-energy responses in the 1-2 Hz fre-
quency range. This inherent periodicity can be used as a cue for robust detection in noisy
conditions. We generalize this idea in order to track arbitrary motions; our proposed tracker
uses spatial-domain features to keep track of a diver’s potential motion directions using a Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM). Subsequently, it inspects the frequency-domain responses along
those motion directions to find the most probable one to contain a diver’s swimming trajectory.
We name this algorithm the Mixed Domain Periodic Motion (MDPM) tracker [7].
The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based deep models can further improve the gen-
eralization performance by learning a feature representation from the image-space. The ex-
tracted features are used as inputs to the detector (i.e., fully-connected layers); this end-to-
end training process significantly improves the detection performance compared to using hand-
crafted features. Once trained with sufficient data, these models are quite robust to occlusion,
noise, and color distortions [24]. Despite the robust performance, the applicability of these
models to real-time applications is often limited due to their slow running time on embedded
devices. We investigate the performances and feasibility of the state-of-the-art object detectors
for diver following applications. We also design a CNN-based model [1] that achieves robust
detection performance in addition to ensuring that the real-time operating constraints are met.
2.2 Underwater Human-Robot Communication
Modulating robot motion based on human input in the form of speech, hand gestures, or key-
board interfaces has been explored extensively for terrestrial environments [25, 26, 27]. How-
ever, most of these human-robot communication modules are not readily applicable in under-
water applications due to environmental and operational constraints [28]. Since visual commu-
nication is a more feasible and operationally simpler method [2], several of visual diver-robot
interaction frameworks have been developed in the literature.
A gesture-based framework for underwater visual servo control was introduced in [29],
where a human operator on the surface was required to interpret human gestures and modulate
the corresponding robot movements. Due to challenging underwater visual conditions [28] and
a lack of robust gesture recognition techniques, fiducial markers were used instead of free-form
hand gestures as they are efficiently and robustly detectable under noisy conditions. In this
regard, the most commonly used fiducial markers have been those with square, black-and-white
patterns providing high contrast, such as AR-Tags [11] and April-Tags [30], among others.
Circular markers with similar patterns such as the Photomodeler Coded Targets Module system
and Fourier Tags [31] have also been used in practice.
Robo-Chat [32] is a visual language proposed for underwater diver-robot communication,
for which divers use a set of AR-Tag markers printed on cards to display predefined sequences
of symbolic patterns to the robot. These symbol sequences are mapped to commands using a set
of grammar rules defined for the language. These grammar rules include both terse imperative
action commands as well as complex procedural statements. Despite its utility, Robo-Chat
suffers from two critical weaknesses. Firstly, because a separate marker is required for each
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token (i.e., a language component), a large number of marker cards need to be securely carried
during the mission, and divers have to search for the cards required to formulate a syntactically
correct script; this whole process imposes a rather high cognitive load on the diver. Secondly,
the symbol-to-instruction mapping is inherently counter-intuitive, which makes it inconvenient
for rapidly programming a robot. The first limitation is addressed in [33], in which a set of
discrete motions using a pair of fiducial markers is interpreted as a robot command. Different
features such as shape, orientation, and size of these gestures are extracted from the observed
motion and mapped to the robot instructions. Since more information is embedded in each
trajectory, a large number of instructions can be supported using only two fiducial markers.
However, this method introduces additional computational overhead to track the marker motion
and needs robust detection of shape, orientation, and size of the motion trajectory. Furthermore,
these problems are exacerbated by the fact that both robots and humans are suspended in a six-
degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) environment. Also, the symbol-to-instruction mapping remains
unintuitive.
Since the traditional method for communication between scuba divers is with hand gestures,
instructing a robot using similar hand gestures is more intuitive and flexible than using fiducial
markers. There exist several hand gesture-based HRI frameworks [25, 26, 27] for terrestrial
robots. Additionally, recent visual hand gesture recognition techniques [34, 35] based on CNNs
are highly accurate and robust to noise and visual distortions [9]. A number of such visual
recognition and tracking techniques have been successfully used for underwater tracking [24]
and have proven to be more robust than other purely feature-based methods [2]. However,
the feasibility of these models for hand gesture-based human-robot communication has not yet
been explored in-depth, which we attempt to address in [10]. Moreover, we demonstrate that
off-the-shelf deep visual detection models [36] can be utilized in our framework to ensure robust
performance.
2.3 Automatic Image Enhancement
Automatic image enhancement is a well-studied problem [37, 38] in the domains of computer
vision, robotics, and signal processing. The deep CNN-based models provide state-of-the-art
performance for problems such as image colorization [39] and color/contrast adjustment [40].
Additionally, CNN-based residual and recurrent models are known to provide very good per-
formance for image deblurring or dehazing [41], rain removal [42], and sparse inpainting [43].
These models learn a sequence of non-linear filters from a large number of paired training
data, which provide significantly better performance compared to using hand-crafted filters.
Moreover, the GAN-based models [44] have shown great success for style transfer [45] and
image-to-image translation problems [46]. They employ a two-player min-max game where the
‘generator’ tries to fool the ‘discriminator’ by generating fake images that appear to be sampled
from the real distribution. Simultaneously, the discriminator tries to get better at discarding fake
images and eventually (in equilibrium) the generator learns to model the underlying distribution.
Although such adversarial training can be unstable (typically happens when the discriminator
becomes too good and the generator gives up), several improvements and choices of loss func-
tions are proposed in the literature. For instance, Wasserstein GAN [47] improves the training
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stability by using the earth-mover distance to measure the distance between the data distribution
and the model distribution. Energy-based GANs [48] also improve training stability by mod-
eling the discriminator as an energy function, whereas the Least-Squared GAN [49] addresses
the vanishing gradients problem by adopting a least-square loss function for the discriminator.
On the other hand, conditional GANs [50] allow constraining the generator to produce sam-
ples that follow a particular pattern or belong to a specific class, which is particularly useful in
image-to-image translation problems. Specifically, conditional GANs are used to learn a pixel-
to-pixel (Pix2Pix) mapping [46] between an arbitrary input domain (e.g., distorted images) and
the desired output domain (e.g., enhanced images).
A major limitation of the above-mentioned models is that they require paired training data,
which may not be available or can be difficult to acquire for many practical applications. The
two-way GANs (e.g., CycleGAN [51], DualGAN [52], etc.) solve this problem by using a
‘cycle consistency loss’ that allows learning the mutual mappings between two domains from
unpaired data. Such models have been effectively used for unpaired learning of perceptual image
enhancement [53, 54] as well. Furthermore, Ignatov et al. [55] showed that additional loss-
terms for preserving the image-based content and texture information improve the performance
of image quality enhancement using GANs.
Image enhancement techniques for underwater imagery are relatively less advanced, mostly
due to the lack of large-scale datasets that contain images of multiple perceptual qualities of
the same scenes. Traditional methods avoid instance-based learning by using a series of bi-
lateral and trilateral filters [56, 57] in order to reduce noise and improve global contrast. In
recent years, researchers have investigated the use of synthetic images [58, 59] to prepare paired
training data and reported reasonable success. For instance, Li et al. [60] generate synthetic
underwater images by aligning them with in-air RGBD images; the synthetic images are then
used to prepare paired instances for adversarial training. Moreover, Fabbri et al. [9] perform
style-transfer using CycleGAN to generate distorted underwater images for preparing paired
training instances. However, performance of these methods for enhancing perceptual image
quality heavily depend on the quality and neutrality of the synthetically generated images. Be-
sides, they are often computationally too demanding to generate fast inference on single-board
robotic platforms; consequently, their applicability for improving real-time underwater visual
perception is limited. We attempt to address these aspects in [12].
2.4 Underwater Image Super-resolution
Single Image Super-resolution (SISR) is also a well-studied problem [61, 62, 63] in the area
of signal processing and computer vision. Some of the classical SISR methods include statisti-
cal methods [64, 65, 66], patch-based methods [67, 68, 69], sparse representation-based meth-
ods [70], random forest-based method [71], etc. In recent years, with the rapid development
of deep learning-based techniques, this area of research has been making incredible progress.
In the pioneering work, Dong et al. [72] proposed a three-layer CNN-based end-to-end model
named SRCNN, that can learn a non-linear LR-HR mapping without requiring any hand-crafted
features. Soon after, Johnson et al. [73] showed that replacing the per-pixel loss with a percep-
tual loss (that quantifies image quality) gives better results for CNN-based SISR models. On the
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other hand, Kim et al. proposed deeper networks such as VDSR [74], DRCN [75] and used con-
temporary techniques such as gradient clipping, skip connection, and recursive-supervision in
order to improve the training further. Moreover, the sparse coding-based networks [76], residual
block-based networks (e.g., EDSR [77], DRRN [78]), and other CNN-based models [79], [80]
have been proposed that outperform SRCNN for SISR. These methods, however, have rather
complex training pipelines, and are often prone to poor performance for large scaling factors
(i.e., 4× and higher). Thus far, researchers have been trying to address these issues by using
Laplacian pyramid-based networks (LapSRN) [81], dense skip connections (SRDenseNet) [82],
deep residual networks (RDN) [83], etc.
The CNN-based SISR models learn a sequence of non-linear filters from a large number
of training images. This end-to-end learning of LR-HR mapping provide significantly bet-
ter performance [84] compared to using hand-crafted filters, or traditional methods based on
bicubic interpolation. On the other hand, the GAN-based models can recover finer texture
details [85, 86, 87] while super-resolving at large up-scaling factors. For instance, Ledig et
al. showed that SRGAN [88] can reconstruct high-frequency details for an up-scaling factor
of 4. Moreover, ESRGAN [89] incorporates a residual-in-residual dense block that improves
the SISR performance. Furthermore, DeblurGAN [90] uses conditional GANs [50] that allow
constraining the generator to learn a pixel-to-pixel mapping [46] within the LR-HR domain. Re-
cently, inspired by the success of CycleGAN [51] and DualGAN [52], Yuan et al. [91] proposed
a cycle-in-cycle GAN-based model that can be trained using unpaired data. However, such
unsupervised training of GAN-based SISR models are prone to instability and often produce
inconsistent results.
SISR techniques for underwater imagery, on the other hand, are significantly less studied.
As mentioned in the previous section, this is mostly due to the lack of large-scale datasets (con-
taining LR-HR pairs of images) that capture the distribution of the unique distortions prevalent
in underwater imagery. The existing datasets are only suitable for underwater object detec-
tion [8] and image enhancement [12] tasks, as their image resolution is typically limited to
256 × 256, and they often contain synthetic images [9]. Consequently, the performance and
applicability of existing and novel SISR models for underwater imagery have not been explored
in depth. Nevertheless, a few research attempts have been made for underwater SISR which
primarily focus on reconstructing better quality underwater images from their noisy or blurred
counterparts [92, 93, 94]. Other similar approaches have used SISR models to enhance under-
water image sequence [95], and to improve fish recognition performance [96]. Although these
models perform reasonably well for the respective applications, there is still significant room
for improvement to match the state-of-the-art SISR performance. We attempt to address these
aspects in [13].
Chapter 3
Autonomous Diver Following
In the following sections, we present two methodologies for an underwater robot to visually
detect and track a diver. Once the diver is localized in the image space, a visual servoing
controller [97] regulates motion commands in 6-DOF space in order to follow the diver in a
smooth trajectory. We will further discuss the operation of our visual servoing controller in
Section 7.3.3.
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Figure 3.1: An outline of the MPDM tracker.
3.1 Mixed Domain Periodic Motion (MDPM) Tracker
MDPM tracker uses both spatial domain and frequency domain features to visually track a
diver’s motion over time. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the motion direction of a diver is mod-
eled as a sequence of non-overlapping image sub-windows over time, and it is quantified as a
vector of intensity values corresponding to those sub-windows. These captured intensity values
(for all possible motion directions) are then exploited by an HMM-based pruning method to
discard the motion directions that are unlikely to be the direction where the diver is swimming.
Subsequently, the potentially optimal motion directions are inspected in the frequency domain.
A high amplitude-spectra in the 1-2 Hz frequency band is an indicator of a human swimming
motion, which is used to locate the diver in the image space.
3.1.1 Modeling the Motion Directions of a Diver
First, the image frame at time-step t is divided into a set of M rectangular windows labeled as
w
(t)
0 , w
(t)
1 , . . . , w
(t)
M−1. Then, as demonstrated in Figure 3.2, the motion directions are quantified
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Figure 3.2: A simple scenario with the image space divided into M=9 windows is shown on the top-left
corner. One possible motion direction is shown on the bottom, where the corresponding trajectory vector
for T=5 time-steps is v = {w(0)3 , w(1)4 , w(2)4 , w(3)3 , w(4)4 }.
as vectors of the form v = {w(0)i , w(1)i , . . . , w(t)i , . . . , w(T−1)i }. Here, T stands for the slide-size
and w(t)i denotes one particular window on the t
th frame, i.e., i ∈ [0,M − 1] and t ∈ [0, T − 1].
We call v the trajectory vector. Now, let xv denote the intensity vector1 corresponding to the
trajectory vector v. We interpret this sequence of T numbers in xv as values of a discrete
aperiodic function defined on t. This interpretation allows us to take the Discrete Time Fourier
Transform (DTFT) of xv and get a T -periodic sequence of complex numbers which we denote
by Xv. The values of Xv represents the discrete frequency components of xv in the frequency
domain. The standard equations [98] that relate the spatial and frequency domains through a
Fourier Transform are:
Xv[k] =
T−1∑
t=0
xv[t]e
−j2pitk/N , (k ∈ [0, N − 1]); and (3.1)
xv[t] =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
Xv[k]e
j2pitk/N . (3.2)
As mentioned earlier, we try to capture the periodic motion of the diver in xv by keeping
track of the variations of intensity values along v. Then, we take the DTFT of xv to inspect its
amplitude-spectra of the discrete frequency components. The flippers of a human diver typically
oscillate at 1-2 Hz frequencies [23]. Hence, our goal is to find the motion direction v for which
the corresponding intensity vector xv produces maximum amplitude-spectra within 1-2 Hz in
its frequency domain (Xv). Therefore, if z(v) is the function that performs DTFT on xv to
generate Xv and subsequently finds the amplitude-spectra with high energy responses, we can
formulate the following optimization problem by predicting the motion direction of a diver as:
v∗ = arg max
v
z(v). (3.3)
The search-space under consideration in optimizing Equation 3.3 is of size MT , as there are
MT different trajectory vectors considering M number of windows and slide-size T . Perform-
ing O(MT ) computations in a single detection is computationally too expensive for real-time
1We refer to intensity value of a window as the Gaussian-filtered average intensity of that window
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implementation. Besides, a large portion of all possible motion directions is irrelevant due to the
limited body movement capabilities of human divers. Consequently, we adopt a search-space
pruning step to eliminate these unfeasible solutions.
G0 G1 Gt Gt+1
. . .
. . .
. . .
e0 e1 e t e t+1
Figure 3.3: An HMM-based representation for the search-space of all possible motion directions. Here,
the observed states (et) represent an evidence vector containing intensity values for w
(t)
i , i ∈ [0,M − 1],
whereas the hidden states Gt represent the probabilities that w
(t)
i contains (part-of) a diver’s flippers.
3.1.2 HMM-based Search-space Pruning
We have discussed that the periodic variations of intensity values, being transformed into the
frequency domain, carry information about the swimming direction of the diver. On the other
hand, in the spatial domain, the intensity value (or RGB values) of a particular window suggests
whether (a part of) the diver’s body or flippers might be present in that window. Therefore,
we can exploit this information to assign some degree of confidence that the diver is present in
a particular window. We do this by first using prior knowledge about the color of the diver’s
flipper to set an intensity range R. We choose R such that the probability of the diver’s flipper
being present in a window w(t)i at time-step t is given by the following equation:
P{Gt = w(t)i |et} ∝
1
Dist(I(w
(t)
i ), R)
. (3.4)
Here, et is the evidence vector that contains intensity values for window w
(t)
i , whereas
Dist(I(w
(t)
i ), R) measures the numeric distance between the intensity of w
(t)
i and the inten-
sity range R. As depicted in Figure 3.3, we define the HMM structure by considering Gt as
a hidden state (as we want to predict which windows contain the diver’s flippers) and et as an
observed state (as we can observe the intensity values of these windows) at time-step t. Addi-
tionally, we consider it unlikely that the diver’s flippers will move too far away from a given
window in a single time-step. Based on these assumptions, we define the following Markovian
transition probabilities:
P
{
Gt+1 = w
(t+1)
i
∣∣∣G0 = w(0)i , G1 = w(1)i , . . . , Gt = w(t)i }
= P
{
Gt+1 = w
(t+1)
i
∣∣∣Gt = w(t)i } ∝ 1
Dist(w
(t+1)
i , w
(t)
i )
;
(3.5)
P
{
et
∣∣∣Gt = w(t)i } =
1−  if I(w
(t)
i ) ∈ R
 otherwise.
(3.6)
In our implementation, we take  = 0.1, and adopt an intensity-based range R to define
P{Gt = w(t)i |et}; color-based ranges (in RGB-space or HSV-space) can also be adopted in-
stead. One advantage of using intensity-based range is that the intensity values of each window
are already available in the trajectory vector and therefore no additional computation is required.
We use this HMM-based setup to predict the most likely sequence of states (G0, . . . GT−1) that
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leads to a given state GT = w
(T )
i at time-step t. In terms of the parameters and notations
mentioned above, this is defined as follows:
µ∗(T ) = arg max
w
(0)
i ,...,w
(T−1)
i
P
{
G0 = w
(0)
i , . . . , GT = w
(T )
i
∣∣∣e0, . . . , eT}
= arg max
w
(0:T−1)
i
P
{
G0:T = w
(0:T )
i
∣∣∣e0:T}. (3.7)
Here, we adopted the short-form notations in the second line for convenience. Now, using the
properties of the Bayesian chain rule and Markovian transition [99], a recursive definition of
µ∗(T ) can be obtained as follows (see Appendix A.1 for the derivation):
µ∗(T ) = P
{
eT
∣∣∣GT = w(T )i }× arg max
w
(T−1)
i
(
P
{
GT = w
(T )
i
∣∣∣GT−1 = w(T−1)i }× µ∗(T − 1)). (3.8)
Using this recursive definition of µ∗(T ), we can efficiently keep track of the most likely se-
quence of states over T time-steps. This sequence of states corresponds to a sequence of win-
dows, which is effectively the desired trajectory vector. However, a pool of such trajectory
vectors is needed so that we can inspect the frequency responses to choose the one having the
strongest response. Therefore, we choose the pmost likely sequences of states, which we define
as µ∗(T, p). Here, p is the pool-size. Finally, we rewrite the problem definition in Equation 3.3
as follows:
v∗ = arg max
µ∈µ∗(T,p)
z(µ). (3.9)
3.1.3 Frequency Domain Detection
The algorithmic procedure for finding v∗ is outlined in Appendix A.2. At each detection cycle,
we first find the p most potential motion directions (i.e., trajectory vectors) through the HMM-
based pruning mechanism. We do this efficiently using the notion of dynamic programming. It
requires O(M2) operations to update the dynamic table of probabilities at each detection cycle.
Once the potential trajectory vectors are found, we perform DTFT to observe their frequency
domain responses. The trajectory vector producing the highest amplitude-spectra at 1-2 Hz
frequencies is selected as the optimal solution. DTFT can be performed very efficiently; for
instance, the run-time of a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm isO(T×logT ). Therefore, we need
onlyO(p×T×logT ) operations for inspecting all potential trajectory vectors. Additionally, the
approximated location of the diver is readily available in the solution; therefore, no additional
computation is required for tracking.
3.2 Deep Diver Detection
A major limitation of MDPM tracker is that it does not model the appearance of a diver, it only
detects the periodic signals pertaining to a diver’s flipping motion. Besides, its performance is
affected by the diver’s swimming trajectory (straight-on, sideways, etc.), the color of wearables,
etc. We try to address these issues and ensure robust detection performance by using a CNN-
based deep model for diver detection. We also demonstrate the feasibility of using state-of-the-
art deep object detection models [36] for multi-diver detection in quasi-real-time.
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3.2.1 CNN-based Model for Single Diver Detection
Figure 3.4a shows a schematic diagram of the proposed CNN-based diver detection model. It is
particularly designed for detecting a single diver in RGB image space. Five convolutional layers
are used to extract the spatial features by learning a set of convolutional kernels. The extracted
features are then fed to the classifier and regressor block for detecting a diver and localizing
the corresponding bounding box, respectively. Both the classifier and regressor block consist of
three fully connected layers. Therefore, the task of the regressor block is to locate a potential
diver in the image space, whereas the classifier block provides the confidence scores associated
with that detection. Detailed network parameters and dimensions are specified in Table 3.1.
bounding 
box
Regressor block
Classifier block
feature 
maps
Conv block
class scores
224x224
(a) The base model for single diver detection.
proposed 
boxes
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feature maps
Conv block
selective pooling
{box, 
score}
Non-maximum 
Suppression
(b) Allowing detection of multiple divers by using a region selector named Edge-box [100].
Figure 3.4: A schematic diagram of the proposed CNN-based model for diver detection in image space.
As demonstrated in Table 3.1, the proposed model uses a sparse regressor block for single
object localization rather than using a computationally expensive Region Proposal Network
(RPN). The idea is to facilitate a fast on-board inference for single diver detection as single-
robot-single-diver interaction framework is typically adopted in practice. Moreover, only a few
object categories (e.g., diver, robot, coral reefs, etc.) are relevant in underwater human-robot
collaborative applications. Therefore, unlike the general-purpose deep visual models, we avoid
using RPNs to gain much faster run-time for single instance detection of a few object categories.
3.2.2 Allowing Multiple Detections
Although following a single diver is the most common diver-following scenario, detecting mul-
tiple divers and other objects can be useful in many applications. As shown in Figure 3.4b,
we can add multi-object detection capabilities in the proposed model by replacing the regres-
sor with a region selector. In our implementation, we use the state-of-the-art class-agnostic
region selector named Edge-box [100]. Edge-box utilizes the image-level statistics like edges
and contours to measure objectness scores in various prospective regions in the image space.
The bounding boxes generated by Edge-box are filtered based on their objectness scores and
then non-maxima suppression techniques are applied to get the dominant regions of interest in
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Table 3.1: Parameters and dimensions of the CNN model outlined in Figure 3.4. (convolutional block:
conv1-conv5, classifier block: fc1-fc3, regression block: rc1-rc3; n: the number of object categories; *an
additional pooling layer was used before passing the conv5 features-maps to fc1)
Layer Input feature-map Kernel size Strides Output feature-map
conv1 224× 224× 3 11× 11× 3× 64 [1, 4, 4, 1] 56× 56× 64
pool1 56× 56× 64 1× 3× 3× 1 [1, 2, 2, 1] 27× 27× 64
conv2 27× 27× 64 5× 5× 64× 192 [1, 1, 1, 1] 27× 27× 192
pool2 27× 27× 192 1× 3× 3× 1 [1, 2, 2, 1] 13× 13× 192
conv3 13× 13× 192 3× 3× 192× 192 [1, 1, 1, 1] 13× 13× 192
conv4 13× 13× 192 3× 3× 192× 192 [1, 1, 1, 1] 13× 13× 192
conv5 13× 13× 192 3× 3× 192× 128 [1, 1, 1, 1] 13× 13× 128
fc1 4608× 1∗ − − 1024× 1
fc2 1024× 1 − − 128× 1
fc3 128× 1 − − n
rc1 21632× 1 − − 4096× 1
rc2 4096× 1 − − 192× 1
rc3 192× 1 − − 4n
the image space. The corresponding feature maps are then fed to the classifier block to predict
the object categories. Although we need additional computation for Edge-box, it runs indepen-
dently and in parallel with the convolutional block; hence, the overall pipeline is still reasonably
fast in practice.
3.2.3 State-of-the-art Object Detectors
Furthermore, we exploit the state-of-the-art deep object detectors to address the inherent diffi-
culties of underwater visual detection. We use the following four models: Faster R-CNN [101]
with Inception V2 [102] as a feature extractor, Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [103] with
MobileNet V2 [104, 105] as a feature extractor, You Only Look Once (YOLO) V2 [106], and
Tiny YOLO [107]. These are the fastest (in terms of processing time of a single frame) among
the family of current state-of-the-art models for general object detection; we refer to [36, 107]
for detailed comparisons of their detection performances and run-times. Appendix B.1 briefly
discusses their methodologies and the related design choices in terms of major computational
components.
Chapter 4
Human-Robot Communication
In this chapter, we present a hand gesture-based underwater human-robot communication frame-
work, which we name Robo-Chat-Gest. Robo-Chat-Gest is built on several components: the
choice of hand gestures to map to instruction tokens, the robust recognition of hand gestures,
and the use of a finite-state machine to enforce the instruction structure and ignore erroneous
detection. Each of these components is described in detail in the following sections.
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right 
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Figure 4.1: The first three rows on the left show a few sample training images for the ten classes of
hand gestures used in Robo-Chat-Gest; the bottom row shows the expected hand-contours with different
curvature markers for each class of gestures. The annotated curvature markers for a particular example
are shown on the right.
4.1 Mapping Hand Gestures to Instruction Tokens
Our objective is to design a simple yet expressive framework that can be easily interpreted and
adopted by divers for communicating with the robot without memorizing complex language
rules. Therefore, we choose a small collection of visually distinctive and intuitive gestures,
which would improve the likelihood of robust recognition in degraded visual conditions. Specif-
ically, we use only the ten gestures shown in Figure 4.1; as seen in this figure, each gesture is
intuitively associated with the command it delivers. Sequences of different combinations of
these gestures formed with both hands are mapped to specific instructions. We concentrate on
the following two sets of instructions in Robo-Chat-Gest:
• Task switching: This is to instruct the robot to stop the execution of the current pro-
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Instruction-token Type Hand gestures Gesture-token
Left Right
STOP current-program Start-token {0, ok}
HOVER Task {5, 5}
FOLLOW me Task {5, 1}
Go LEFT Task {0, left}
Go RIGHT Task {0, right}
Go UP Task {right, right}
Go DOWN Task {left, left}
EXECUTE Program Task {pic, 2}
CONTD current-program Start-token {pic, 0}
Take SNAPSHOT Task {pic, pic}
N (number) [0-5]* {ok, 0-5}
P (parameter number) [0-5]* {0-5, pic}
next_digit indicator {pic, ok}
Increase step {right, pic}
Decrease step {left, pic}
Default step {ok, pic}
GO End-token {ok, ok}
-
-
{left, right}
Figure 4.2: The mapping of gesture-tokens to instruction-tokens used in Robo-Chat-Gest.
gram and start a new task specified by the diver, such as hovering, following, or moving
left/right/up/down, etc. These commands are atomic behaviors that the robot is capable
of executing. An optional argument can be provided to specify the duration of the new
task (in seconds). An operational requirement is that the desired programs need to be
numbered and known to the robot beforehand.
• Parameter reconfiguration: This is to instruct the robot to continue the current program
with updated parameter values. This enables underwater missions to continue unimpeded,
without interrupting the current task or requiring the robot to be brought to the surface.
Here, the requirement is that the tunable parameters need to be numbered and their choice
of values needs to be specified beforehand. The robot can also be instructed to take
pictures (for some time) while executing the current program.
Robo-Chat-Gest supports a variety of task switching and parameter reconfiguration instruc-
tions, which can be extended to accommodate more instructions by simply changing or ap-
pending a user-editable configuration file. The hand gesture-to-token mapping is carefully de-
signed so that the robot formulates executable instructions only when intended by the diver.
This is done by attributing specific hand gestures as sentinels (i.e., start- or end-tokens). Fig-
ure 4.2 illustrates the gesture to atomic-instruction mapping used in Robo-Chat-Gest. Also in
Appendix C.2-C.2, a series of (start token, instruction, end token) tuples are mapped to
their corresponding sequences of gesture tokens for demonstration.
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Figure 4.3: An overview of the process of mapping hand gestures to instructions in Robo-Chat-Gest. The
top block demonstrates two (choices of) hand gesture recognition systems, and the bottom block depicts
a finite-state machine for hand gesture-to-instruction mapping.
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Figure 4.4: Outline of the region selection mechanism shown in Figure 4.3: first, the (skin) color-based
segmentation is performed to get potential regions for hand gestures; then, the outlier regions are dis-
carded based on cached information about the previous locations of the hands.
4.2 Hand Gesture Recognition and Instruction Generation
Robust mapping of gesture-tokens to instruction-tokens is essential for a gesture-based human-
robot communication system in general. In Robo-Chat-Gest, the challenges lie in localizing
the hand gestures in the image space, accurately recognizing those hand gestures, and then
mapping them to the correct instruction-tokens. We now provide the implementation details of
these components in the following sections.
4.2.1 Region Selection
To detect gestures, the hand regions need to be cleanly extracted from the image. The CNN-
based region proposal networks [101] or classical methods such as Edge-box [100] are known to
be robust and highly accurate in segmenting prospective regions for object detection. However,
due to their slow running time in embedded platforms, we adopt the classical image processing
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techniques to select prospective hand regions in the image space. As illustrated in Figure 4.4,
the overall region selection process can be summarized as follows:
i. First, the camera image (RGB) is blurred using Gaussian smoothing and then filtered in the
HSV space for skin-color segmentation [108]. We assume that the diver performs gestures
with bare hands; if the diver is to wear gloves, the color thresholding range in the HSV
space needs to be adjusted accordingly.
ii. Contours of the different segmented regions in the filtered image space are then extracted
(see Figure 4.1). Subsequently, different contour properties such as convex hull boundary
and center, convexity defects, and important curvature points are extracted. We refer readers
to [109] for details about the properties and significance of these contour properties. Next,
the outlier regions are rejected using cached information about the scale and location of
hand gestures detected in the previous frame (if available).
iii. Finally, the hand contours of potential regions are matched with a bank of hand contours
that are extracted from training data (one for each class of hand gestures as shown in the
bottom row of Figure 4.1). The final regions for left- and right-hand gestures are selected
using the proximity values of the closest contour match [109]; i.e., the region that is most
likely to contain a hand gesture is selected.
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Connected 
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5x5
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Number of parameters: 5x5x3x64 (conv1) + 5x5x64x64 (conv2) + 4096x384 (fc1) + 384x192 (fc2) + 192x10 (softmax) = 1755.712 K
Figure 4.5: Architecture of the CNN model used in Robo-Chat-Gest for hand gesture recognition.
4.2.2 CNN-based Model for Hand Gesture Recognition
Following region selection, the cropped and resized 32 × 32 image-patches are fed to a CNN-
based model for hand gesture recognition. The architecture of the model is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.5. Two convolutional layers are used for extracting and learning the spatial information
within the images. Spatial down-sampling is done by max-pooling, while the normalization
layer is used for scaling and re-centering the data before feeding it to the next layer. The ex-
tracted feature-maps are then fed to the fully connected layers to learn decision hyper-planes
within the distribution of training data. Finally, a soft-max layer provides the output probabil-
ities for each class, given the input data. Note that similar CNN-based models are known to
perform well for small-scale (i.e., 10-class classification) problems that are analogous to ours.
The dimensions of each layer and associated hyper-parameters are specified in Figure 4.5; de-
tails about the training process will be provided in Section 7.2.2.
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4.2.3 Deep Visual Detectors for Hand Gesture Recognition
One operational convenience of hand gesture-based programming is that the robot stays in
‘hover’ mode during the process, and the overall operation is not as time-critical as in the diver
following scenario. Therefore, we investigate if we could use deeper and denser models to im-
prove the robustness and accuracy of hand gesture recognition by sacrificing its running time.
Specifically, we explore the applicability of the state-of-the-art deep visual models for hand ges-
ture recognition and try to balance the trade-offs between accuracy and running time. We use the
same object detection models that are discussed in Section 3.2.3: Faster RCNN with Inception
v2 and Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) with MobileNet v2. These are end-to-end mod-
els, i.e., perform region selection and hand gesture classification in a single pass. Additionally,
they are known to provide accurate and robust performances in noisy visual conditions; their
methodological details are provided in Appendix B.1.
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Figure 4.6: An FSM-based deterministic mapping of hand gestures to instructions (based on the rules
defined in Figure 4.2).
4.3 FSM-based Gesture to Instruction Decoder
An FSM-based deterministic model is used in Robo-Chat-Gest for efficient gesture-to-
instruction mapping. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the transitions between the instruction-tokens
are defined as functions of gesture-tokens based on the rules defined in Figure 4.2. Here, we
impose an additional constraint that each gesture-token has to be detected for 10 consecutive
frames for the transition to be activated. This constraint adds robustness to prevent missed or
wrong classification for a particular gesture-token. Additionally, it helps to discard noisy tokens
which may be detected when the diver changes from one hand gesture to the next. Furthermore,
since the mapping is one-to-one, it is highly unlikely that a wrong instruction will be generated
even if the diver mistakenly performs some inaccurate gestures because there are no transition
rules other than the correct ones at each state.
Chapter 5
Automatic Image Enhancement
The following sections present the network architecture and specification of the proposed GAN-
based model for fast underwater image enhancement, which we refer to as FUnIE-GAN. In
addition, we provide detailed information about the proposed EUVP dataset.
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Figure 5.1: A few instances of naturally distorted and corresponding enhanced underwater images.
5.1 FUnIE-GAN Architecture
Given a source domain X (of distorted images) and desired domain Y (of enhanced images),
our goal is to learn a mapping G : X → Y in order to perform automatic image enhancement.
We adopt a conditional GAN-based model where the generator tries to learn this mapping by
evolving with an adversarial discriminator through an iterative min-max game. As illustrated
in Figure 5.2, we design a generator network by following the principles of U-Net [110]. It is
an encoder-decoder network (e1-e5,d1-d5) with connections between the mirrored layers, i.e.,
between (e1, d5), (e2, d4), (e3, d2), and (e4, d4). Specifically, the outputs of each encoders
are concatenated to the respective mirrored decoders. This idea of skip-connections in the gen-
erator network is shown to be very effective for image-to-image translation and image-quality
enhancement problems [46, 53, 9]. In FUnIE-GAN, however, we employ a much simpler model
with fewer parameters to achieve fast inference. The input to the network is set to 256×256×3
and the encoder (e1-e5) learns only 256 feature-maps of size 8× 8. The decoder (d1-d5) utilizes
these feature-maps and inputs from the skip-connections to learn to generate a 256 × 256 × 3
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(a) Generator: five encoder-decoder pairs with mirrored skip-connections (inspired by the success of
U-Net [110]; however, it is a much simpler model).
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(b) Discriminator: a Markovian PatchGAN [46] with four layers and a patch-size of 16×16.
Figure 5.2: Network architecture of the proposed model (FUnIE-GAN).
(enhanced) image as output. The network is fully-convolutional as no fully-connected layers
are used. Additionally, 2D convolutions with 4 × 4 filters are applied at each layer, which is
then followed by a Leaky-ReLU non-linearity [111] and Batch Normalization (BN) [112]. The
feature-map sizes in each layer and other model parameters are annotated in Figure 5.2a.
For the discriminator, we employ a Markovian PatchGAN [46] architecture that assumes the
independence of pixels beyond the patch-size, i.e., only discriminates based on the patch-level
information. This assumption is important to effectively capture high-frequency features such as
local texture and style [52]. Additionally, this configuration is computationally more efficient as
it requires fewer parameters compared to discriminating globally at the image level. As shown
in Figure 5.2b, four convolutional layers are used to transform a 256× 256× 6 input (real and
generated image) to a 16× 16× 1 output that represents the averaged validity responses of the
discriminator. At each layer, 3× 3 convolutional filters are used with a stride size of 2; then the
non-linearity and BN are applied the same way as the generator. Traditionally, PatchGANs use
70 × 70 patches for 256 × 256 images (e.g., in Pix2Pix [46], DualGAN [52], etc.). However,
we use a patch-size of only 16×16 in FUnIE-GAN.
5.2 Objective Function Formulation
A standard conditional GAN-based model learns a mapping G : {X,Z} → Y , where X (Y )
represents the source (desired) domain, and Z denotes random noise. The conditional adversar-
ial loss function [50] is expressed as:
LcGAN (G,D) = EX,Y
[
logD(Y )
]
+ EX,Y
[
log(1−D(X,G(X,Z)))]. (5.1)
Here, the generator G tries to minimize LcGAN while the discriminator D tries to maximize it.
In FUnIE-GAN, we associate three additional aspects, i.e., global similarity, image content, and
local texture and style information in the objective in order to quantify perceptual image quality.
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• Global similarity: existing methods have shown that adding an L1 (L2) loss to the ob-
jective function enables G to learn to sample from a globally similar space in an L1 (L2)
sense [46, 59]. Since the L1 loss is less prone to introduce blurring, we add the following
loss term in the objective:
L1(G) = EX,Y,Z
[∣∣∣∣Y −G(X,Z)∣∣∣∣
1
]
. (5.2)
• Image content: we add a content loss term in the objective in order to encourage G to
generate enhanced image that has similar content (i.e., feature representation) as the target
(i.e., real) image. Being inspired by [73, 55], we define the image content function Φ(·) as
the high-level features extracted by the block5 conv2 layer of a pre-trained VGG-19
network. Then, we formulate the content loss as follows:
Lcon(G) = EX,Y,Z
[∣∣∣∣Φ(Y )− Φ(G(X,Z))∣∣∣∣
2
]
. (5.3)
• Local texture and style: as mentioned, Markovian PatchGANs are effective in capturing
high-frequency information pertaining to the local texture and style [46]. Hence, we rely
on D to enforce the local texture and style consistency in adversarial fashion.
5.2.1 Paired Training
For paired training, we formulate an objective function that guides G to learn to improve the
perceptual image quality so that the generated image is close to the respective ground truth in
terms of its global appearance and high-level feature representation. On the other hand, D will
discard a generated image that has locally inconsistent texture and style. Specifically, we use
the following objective function for paired training:
G∗ = arg min
G
max
D
LcGAN (G,D) + λ1L1(G) + λcLcon(G).
Here, λ1 and λc are scaling factors that are empirically tuned as hyper-parameters.
5.2.2 Unpaired Training
For unpaired training, we do not enforce the global similarity and content loss constraints as the
pairwise ground truth is not available. Instead, the objective is to learn both the forward mapping
GF : {X,Z} → Y and the reconstruction GR : {Y,Z} → X simultaneously by maintaining
cycle-consistency. As suggested by Zhu et al. [51], we formulate the cycle-consistency loss as
follows:
Lcyc(GF , GR) = EX,Y,Z
[∣∣∣∣X −GR(GF (X,Z))∣∣∣∣1]+ EX,Y,Z[∣∣∣∣Y −GF (GR(Y,Z))∣∣∣∣1]. (5.4)
Therefore, our objective for the unpaired training is:
G∗F , G
∗
R = arg min
GF ,GR
max
DY ,DX
LcGAN (GF , DY ) + LcGAN (GR, DX) + λcycLcyc(GF , GR).
Here,DY (DX ) is the discriminator associated with the generatorGF (GR) and λcyc is a scaling
factor that is empirically tuned as a hyper-parameter.
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(a) Paired instances: ground truth images are shown on the top row and their respective distorted pairs
are shown on the bottom row.
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(b) Unpaired instances: good and poor quality images are shown on the top and bottom row (in no
particular order), respectively.
Figure 5.3: A few sample images from the EUVP dataset are shown.
5.3 EUVP Dataset
The EUVP dataset contains a large collection of paired and unpaired underwater images of poor
and good perceptual quality. Seven different cameras, which include multiple GoPros [113],
Aqua AUV’s uEye cameras [114], low-light USB cameras [115], and Trident ROV’s HD cam-
era [116], have been used by the authors to collect images for the dataset. The data was collected
during oceanic explorations and human-robot collaborative experiments in different locations
under various visibility conditions. Additionally, images extracted from a few publicly avail-
able YouTubeTM videos are included in the dataset as well.
The paired dataset is prepared using a procedure suggested by Fabbri et al. [9]. Specifically,
a subset of underwater images contained in the ImageNet dataset [117] is separated and used to
train an underwater distortion model based on CycleGAN [51]. Subsequently, a collection of
good quality images are distorted using that model in order to generate respective pairs. On the
other hand, the unpaired data is labeled (i.e., poor or good quality) based on visual inspection
by six individuals. A few sample images from the EUVP dataset are provided in Figure 5.3. It
contains roughly 12K paired and 8K unpaired instances. The images are of various resolutions,
e.g., 800× 600, 640× 480, 256× 256, and 224× 224.
Chapter 6
Underwater Image Super-Resolution
We now present the design and network architecture of the proposed model for underwater
image super-resolution (see Figure 6.1). We also provide details on the objective function for-
mulation and associated training pipeline. We refer to the proposed model as SRDRM when it
is trained as a standalone generative model; for adversarial training, we refer to it as SRDRM-
GAN. In addition, we provide detailed information about the proposed USE-248 dataset.
Input 
160 x 120
640 x 480
Generated: SRDRM-GAN Generated: SRDRM
640 x 480
Figure 6.1: Underwater image super-resolution using our proposed models: SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN.
6.1 Deep Residual Multiplier (DRM)
The core element of the proposed model is a fully-convolutional deep residual block, designed
to learn 2× interpolation in the RGB image space. We denote this building block as Deep
Residual Multiplier (DRM) as it scales the input features’ spatial dimensions by a factor of two.
As illustrated in Figure 6.2a, DRM consists of a convolutional (conv) layer, followed by 8
repeated residual layers, then another conv layer, and finally a de-convolutional (i.e., deconv)
layer for up-scaling. Each of the repeated residual layers (consisting of two conv layers) is
designed by following the principles outlined in the EDSR model [77]. Several choices of
hyper-parameters, e.g., the number of filters in each layer, the use of ReLU non-linearity [118],
and/or Batch Normalization (BN) [112] are annotated in Figure 6.2a. As a whole, DRM is a 10
layer residual network that learns to scale up the spatial dimension of input features by a factor
of two. It uses a series of 2D convolutions of size 3 × 3 (in repeated residual block) and 4 × 4
(in the rest of the network) to learn this spatial interpolation from paired training data.
26
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(a) Architecture of a deep residual multiplier (DRM) block.
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(b) Generator: SRDRM model with multiple DRM blocks.
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(c) Discriminator: a Markovian PatchGAN [46] with nine layers and a patch-size of 40× 30.
Figure 6.2: Network architecture of the proposed model.
6.2 SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN Architecture
As Figure 6.2b demonstrates, the SRDRM makes use of n ∈ {1, 2, 3} DRM blocks in order to
learn to generate 2n× HR outputs. An additional conv layer with tanh non-linearity [119]
is added after the final DRM block in order to reshape the output features to the desired shape.
Specifically, it generates a 2nw × 2nh× 3 output for an input of size w × h× 3.
For adversarial training, we use the same SRDRM model as the generator and employ a
Markovian PatchGAN [46]-based model for the discriminator. As illustrated by Figure 6.2c,
nine conv layers are used to transform a 640 × 480 × 6 input (real and generated image) to a
40× 30× 1 output that represents the averaged validity responses of the discriminator. At each
layer, 3 × 3 convolutional filters are used with a stride size of 2, followed by a Leaky-ReLU
non-linearity [111] and BN. Although traditionally PatchGANs use 70 × 70 patches [46, 52],
we use a patch-size of 40× 30 as our input/output image-shapes are of 4:3.
6.3 Objective Function Formulation
The SISR problem is defined as learning a function or mapping G : {X} → Y , where X
(Y ) represents the LR (HR) image domain. We propose formulating an objective function that
evaluates the following properties of G(X) compared to Y :
• Global similarity and perceptual loss: existing methods have shown that adding an
L1 (L2) loss to the objective function enables the generator to learn to sample from a
globally similar space in an L1 (L2) sense [46]. In our implementation, we measure the
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global similarity loss as:
L2(G) = EX,Y
[∣∣∣∣Y −G(X)∣∣∣∣
2
]
. (6.1)
Additionally, as suggested in [120], we define a perceptual loss function based on the
per-channel disparity between G(X) and Y as:
LP (G) = EX,Y
[∣∣∣∣(512 + r¯)r2 + 4g2 + (767− r¯)b2∣∣∣∣
2
]
. (6.2)
Here, r, g, and b denote the normalized numeric differences of the red, green, and blue
channels between G(X) and Y , respectively; whereas r¯ denotes the mean of r.
• Image content loss: being inspired by the success of state-of-the-art SISR models [84],
we also formulate the content loss as:
LC(G) = EX,Y
[∣∣∣∣Φ(Y )− Φ(G(X))∣∣∣∣
2
]
. (6.3)
Here, the function Φ(·) denotes the high-level features extracted by the block5 conv4
layer of a pre-trained VGG-19 network.
Finally, we formulate the multi-modal objective function for the generator as:
LG(G) = λcLC(G) + λpLP (G) + λ2L2(G). (6.4)
Here, λc, λp, and λ2 are scalars that are empirically tuned as hyper-parameters. Therefore, the
generator G needs to solve the following minimization problem:
G∗ = arg min
G
LG(G). (6.5)
On the other hand, adversarial training requires a two-player min-max game [44] between
the generator G and discriminator D, which is expressed as:
L(G,D) = EX,Y
[
logD(Y )
]
+ EX,Y
[
log(1−D(X,G(X)))
]
. (6.6)
Here, the generator tries to minimize L(G,D) while the discriminator tries to maximize it.
Therefore, the optimization problem for adversarial training becomes:
G∗ = arg min
G
max
D
LGAN (G,D) + LG(G). (6.7)
6.4 USR-248 Dataset
The USR-248 dataset contains a large collection of HR underwater images and their respective
LR pairs. As mentioned earlier, there are three sets of LR images of size 80 × 60, 160 × 120,
and 320 × 240; whereas, the HR images are of size 640 × 480. Each set has over 7K RGB
images, which are partitioned into train, validation, and test sets of size 6888, 345, and 112,
respectively. A few sample images from the dataset are provided in Figure 6.3.
To prepare the dataset, we collected HR underwater images: (i) during various oceanic
explorations and field experiments, and (ii) from publicly available FlickrTM images and
YouTubeTM videos. The field experiments are performed in a number of different locations over
a diverse set of visibility conditions. Multiple GoPros [113], Aqua AUV’s uEye cameras [114],
low-light USB cameras [115], and Trident ROV’s HD camera [116] are used to collect HR im-
ages during the experiments. On the other hand, we compiled a large sample of HR underwater
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(a) A few instances sampled from the HR set; the HR images are of size 640× 480.
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(b) A particular instance is shown with three LR counterparts of size 320× 240, 160× 120, and 80× 60.
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(c) Modality in the USR-248 dataset based on major objects
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Figure 6.3: The proposed USR-248 dataset has one HR set and three corresponding LR sets of images;
hence, there are three options (i.e., 2×, 4× and 8×) for supervised training of SISR models.
images containing natural scenes from FlickrTM and YouTubeTM. We avoided multiple instances
of similar scenes and made sure they contain different objects of interest (e.g., coral reefs, fish,
divers, wrecks/ruins, etc.) in a variety of backgrounds. Figure 6.3c shows the modality in the
data in terms of object categories. Once the HR images are selected and resized to 640 × 480,
three sets of LR images are generated by compressing and then gradually downsizing the images
to 320 × 240, 160 × 120, and 80 × 60; a comparison of the average file sizes for these image
sets are shown in Figure 6.3d. Overall, USR-248 provides large-scale paired data for training
2×, 4×, and 8× underwater SISR models. It also includes the respective validation and test sets
that are used to evaluate our proposed model.
Chapter 7
Implementation Details and Evaluation
In the following sections, we provide the implementation details of our proposed methodologies
and discuss the relevant operational considerations. We also specify hardware and software plat-
forms used in our implementation and demonstrate several experimental setups. Subsequently,
we present the evaluation criteria and discuss the experimental results.
(a) An Aqua 8 UAV [114] named MinneBot. (b) A couple of Trident ROVs [116].
(c) A stereo camera rig build in-house. (d) An OpenROV [121].
Figure 7.1: Underwater robots and embedded rigs that are used in our experiments and data collection.
7.1 Systems: Robots and Embedded Platforms
As shown in Figure 7.1, we use several underwater robots and embedded platforms for real-
world experiments and data collection. We use an AUV named MinneBot in most of our field
experiments. MinneBot is an eighth-generation Aqua robot [114]. It uses six flippers for under-
water propulsion with five DOF: surge, heave, pitch, roll, and yaw. For perception, it has three
cameras on-board: stereo vision on the front, and monocular vision on the back. Information
30
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passing through these cameras is handled by one of the two on-board computers, namely the
vision stack. The other on-board computer, the control stack, is responsible for handling mo-
tor commands controlling the robot either teleoperated or autonomously. A recent modification
to Aqua led to the addition of the Jetson TX2 [122] embedded computing device. In addition
to vision, there is an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a depth sensor as well; a detailed
hardware specification of MinneBot is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Two Pentium CPUs, one for vision, the 
other for control. Commands and 
sensor information can be relayed to a 
remote operator via a fiber optic cable.
Computation
Propulsion
Mass = 16.5 Kg
Biologically inspired flippers 
generate optimal thrust.  
Rugged shell design provides 
ample seal up to 40m water depth.
Shell
Two MIL-spec Li-Ion 
batteries provide up to five 
hours of operation in a 
single charge.
Power
Two forward and one backward 
facing cameras allow autonomous 
operation based on visual perception.
Vision
64 c
m
13 cm
44 cm
Figure 7.2: The main hardware components of the Aqua robot [114].
We also use a number of ROVs for data collection purposes; specifically, we use one Open-
ROV [121] and two Trident ROVs [116]. These ROVs are equipped with on-board HD cameras;
they are rugged, easy-to-use, and ideal for capturing data by remote teleoperation. In addition
to the ROVs, we use a stereo camera rig (with two low-light USB cameras [115]) and several
GoPro cameras [113] for image-based data collection. As demonstrated in Figure 7.1, we use
these robots and embedded devices during our field experiments in open-water and closed-water
environments, i.e., in oceans and pools, respectively.
7.2 Systems: Model Training Pipeline
We discussed several deep visual models for diver detection, hand gesture recognition, image
enhancement, and image super-resolution in Chapter 3 through Chapter 6. We now discuss the
dataset preparation processes and respective training pipelines.
7.2.1 Dataset Preparation
We perform numerous field experiments in pools, lakes, and oceans in order to prepare training
data for the deep visual models. Additionally, we collected data from underwater field trials that
are performed by different research groups over the years in various locations [8, 1, 12]. This
variety of experimental setups is crucial to ensure comprehensiveness of the dataset so that the
supervised models can learn the inherent diversity of various application scenarios. In particular,
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for diver detection and hand gesture recognition, we made sure that the training data capture the
following variability:
• Natural variability: different sources of water, lighting conditions at varying depths, chro-
matic distortions, etc.
• Artificial variability: data collected using different robots and cameras.
• Human variability: different humans and appearances, choice and variations of wearable
such as suits, flippers, goggles, etc.
Moreover, for image enhancement and image super-resolution application, we collect train-
ing data: (i) during various oceanic explorations, and (ii) from publicly available FlickrTM im-
ages and YouTubeTM videos. We discussed the relevant data collection processes in Section 5.3
(for EUVP dataset) and in Section 6.4 (for USR-248 dataset). The images for EUVP and USR-
248 datasets are processed and paired for supervised training. On the other hand, the images of
object detection datasets are annotated using the LabelImg software [123]. Our colleagues and
several other participants contributed to the data collection and annotation processes (acknowl-
edged later in the paper).
7.2.2 Implementation and Training
We train all the supervised deep models on a Linux machine with multiple NVIDIATM GTX
1080 GPU cards. TensorFlow [124] and Darknet [107] libraries are used for implementation.
Once the training is done, the trained inference model (and parameters) is saved and transferred
to the robot CPU for validation and real-time experiments.
Table 7.1: Several hyper-parameter choices adopted in our implementation.
Model Objective function Optimizer Batch-size (epoch)
CNN-based diver detector [1] Cross-entropy and L2 RMSProp [125] 16 (50)
CNN-based hand gesture recognizer [10] Cross-entropy RMSProp [125] 128 (50)
FUnIE-GAN (paired) [12] Equation 5.2.1 Adam [126] 8 (30)
FUnIE-GAN (unpaired) [12] Equation 5.2.2 Adam [126] 8 (30)
SRDRM [13] Equation 6.5 Adam [126] 4 (20)
SRDRM-GAN [13] Equation 6.7 Adam [126] 4 (20)
In addition, we use the pre-trained models of Faster R-CNN (Inception V2), YOLO v2,
Tiny YOLO, and SSD (MobileNet V2) and further train them on diver detection and hand ges-
ture recognition dataset. These state-of-the-art models (see Appendix B.1) are trained with the
recommended configurations provided in their APIs; we refer to [107, 36] for the detailed pro-
cesses.
7.3 Experiments and Results
We perform extensive quantitative and qualitative experiments to evaluate the performance of
our proposed methodologies. Additionally, we conduct numerous field experiment to validate
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(a) The swimming trajectory of a diver is visualized
using a surface-plot; it is prepared by projecting the
detected trajectory vectors to the spatio-temporal vol-
ume (for a closed-water experiment).
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(b) Corresponding frequency-domain signatures
are shown; each dotted line represents the am-
plitude spectra for a single detection in the low-
frequency bands (with a slide-size of 15).
(c) Detection of a diver’s flipping motion in different scenarios: swimming straight-on away from the
robot and swimming sideways (both in closed-water and open-water conditions).
Figure 7.3: Experimental results for autonomous diver following using the proposed MDPM tracker [7].
their applicability in real-world applications. In the following sections, we present and analyze
these experimental results and findings.
7.3.1 Performance Evaluation: MDPM Tracker
As discussed in Section 3.1, the MDPM tracker has three hyper-parameters: the slide-size (T ),
the size of the sub-windows, and the amplitude threshold (δ) in the frequency-domain. We
empirically determine their values through extensive simulations on video footage of diver-
following. We found that T=15 and a sub-window size of 30×30 work well in practice; also,
we set the frequency threshold δ=75. Once the bootstrapping is done with the first T frames,
mixed-domain detection is performed at every T frames onward in a sliding-window fashion. At
each detection, the tracker estimates the potential trajectory vectors that represent a set of motion
directions in spatio-temporal volume. If a potential motion direction produces amplitude-spectra
more than δ, it is reported as a positive detection at that time-step. Subsequently, the diver’s
flippers are located in the image space, and a bounding box is generated.
Figure 7.3 demonstrates how MDPM tracker detects a diver using spatial- and frequency-
domain cues. It keeps track of the diver’s motion direction through a sequence of 30×30×15
sub-windows in the spatio-temporal volume. The corresponding surface through the image
space over time mimics the actual motion direction of the diver, which indicates the effective-
ness of the algorithm. Table 7.2 provides the performance of MDPM tracker in terms of positive
detections, missed detections, and wrong detections for different experimental cases. It achieves
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Table 7.2: Detection performance of MDPM tracker in different swimming conditions.
Cases
Closed Water Open Water
Straight-on Sideways Straight-on Sideways
Correct detection (True positives on the target
image sub-windows, true negatives on the rest)
647 (91.7%) 463 (87.3%) 294 (85.2%) 240 (84.2%)
Missed detection (False negatives on the target
image sub-windows)
46 (6.5%) 57 (10.8%) 38 (11%) 43 (15%)
Wrong detection (False positives on the non-
target image sub-windows)
12 (1.8%) 10 (1.9%) 13 (3.8%) 2 (0.8%)
a positive detection accuracy of 84.2-91.7%, which suggests that it provides 8-9 positive detec-
tions of a diver per second (considering a frame-rate of 10 fps). We have found this detection
rate quite sufficient for successfully following a diver in practice.
diver:99%
diver:97%diver:93%
diver:89% diver:97%
rov:99%
diver:97%
diver:98%
diver:96%
diver:96%
diver:97%
diver:67%
diver:97%
diver:97%
Figure 7.4: Snapshots of a set of diverse first-person views of the robot from different diver-following
scenarios. Notice the variation in appearances of the divers and possible noise or disturbances in the
scene over different scenarios. The rectangles and text overlaid on the images are the outputs generated
by our CNN-based model at test time.
7.3.2 Performance Evaluation: Deep Diver Detection
Next, we analyze the detection performance of the deep visual models for diver detection. The
test dataset contain 2.2K images that are chosen from separate field experiments, i.e., they are
excluded from the training dataset. We use the following two standard performance metrics:
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• mAP (mean Average Precision): it is the average of the maximum precisions at different
recall values. The precision and recall are defined as precision = TPTP+FP and recall =
TP
TP+FN ; here, the terms TP, FP, and FN are short forms of True Positive, False Positive,
and False Negative, respectively.
• IoU (Intersection over Union): it is a measure of how well a model predicts the locations
of the objects. It is calculated using the area of overlapping regions of the predicted and
ground truth bounding boxes, defined as IoU = Area of overlapArea of union .
As their definitions suggest, mAP measures the detection accuracy, and IoU measures the object
localization performance. We also evaluate and compare the running times of the models based
on FPS (Frames Per Second), the average number of frames that a model can process in one
second. We measure the run-times on three different devices: NVIDIATM GTX 1080 GPU,
Embedded GPU (NVIDIATM Jetson TX2), and Robot CPU (IntelTM i3-6100U).
Table 7.3: Performance comparison for the diver detection models based on standard metrics.
Models mAP IoU
FPS
(%) (%)
GTX
1080
Jetson
TX2
Robot
CPU
Faster R-CNN (Inception V2) 71.1 78.3 17.3 2.1 0.52
YOLO V2 57.84 62.42 73.3 6.2 0.11
Tiny YOLO 52.33 59.94 220 20 5.5
SSD (MobileNet V2) 61.25 69.8 92 9.85 3.8
Proposed CNN-based Model 53.75 67.4 263.5 17.35 6.85
The performances of the diver detection models based on mAP, IoU, and FPS are illustrated
in Table 7.3. The Faster R-CNN (Inception V2) model achieves much better detection perfor-
mances compared to the other models although it is slowest in terms of run-time. On the other
hand, YOLO V2, SSD (MobileNet V2), and the proposed CNN-based model provide compa-
rable detection performance. Although Tiny YOLO provides fast running time, its detection
performance is not as good as the other models. As the results demonstrate, the proposed CNN-
based model runs at a rate of 6.85 FPS on the robot CPU and 17.35 FPS on the embedded GPU,
which validate its applicability for real-time diver-following applications. This fast run-time
comes at a cost of losing approximately 18% mAP and 11% IoU compared to the Faster R-
CNN (Inception V2) model. Nevertheless, in our real-world experiments (Figure 7.4), we have
found these detection rates to be sufficient for achieving reasonable tracking performance.
7.3.3 Field Experiments: Autonomous Diver Following
As seen in Figure 7.5, we perform several real-world experiments both in closed-water and in
open-water conditions. During the experiments, a diver swims in front of the robot in arbitrary
directions. The task of the robot is to visually detect the diver using its camera feed and follow
behind them with a smooth motion. We do this by implementing a visual servo controller [97]
that uses the bounding box generated by the diver detector to regulate robot motion commands
in order to follow the diver.
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Figure 7.5: The detection of divers and other objects (e.g., other robots) by deep visual models. A video
demonstration can be seen here: https://youtu.be/9xukzT8dqzQ.
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Figure 7.6: Illustration of how the yaw and pitch commands are generated based on the horizontal and
vertical displacements of the center of the detected bounding box.
As mentioned, we use the MinneBot AUV for diver following experiments, which has five
DOF of control: three angular (yaw, pitch, and roll) and two linear (surge and heave) controls.
In our implementation, we adopt a tracking-by-detection method where the controller tries to
bring the observed bounding box of the target diver to the center of the camera image. The
distance of the diver is approximated by the size of the bounding box and forward velocity
rates are generated accordingly. Additionally, the yaw and pitch commands are normalized
based on the horizontal and vertical displacements of the observed bounding box center from
the image center (Figure 7.6); these navigation commands are then regulated by separate PID
controllers. On the other hand, the roll stabilization and hovering are handled by the robot’s
autopilot module [127].
Since we adopt a bounding box reactive servo control, correct detection of the diver is es-
sential to ensure good tracking performance. During the field experiments, we have found 6-7
positive detection per second on an average, which is sufficient for successfully following a
diver in real-time [8]. Moreover, the proposed model is considerably robust to occlusion and
noise, in addition to being invariant to divers’ appearance and wearable. Lastly, our training
data include a large collection of gray-scale and color distorted underwater images; hence the
proposed models are considerably robust to noise and color distortions.
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7.3.4 Performance Evaluation: Robo-Chat-Gest
The performance of our proposed human-robot communication framework named Robo-Chat-
Gest mostly depends on the accuracy and correctness of the hand gesture recognition module.
This is because the FSM-based instruction decoder is deterministic and has a one-to-one gesture-
to-instruction mapping. As mentioned in Section 4.3, the robustness of the mapping is ensured
by the following transition rules:
• State transitions are activated only if the corresponding gesture-tokens are detected for
10 consecutive frames. Therefore, an incorrect recognition has to happen 10 consecutive
frames to generate an incorrect instruction-token, which is highly unlikely.
• There are no transition rules (to other states) for incorrect gesture-tokens. Consequently,
incorrect instruction-tokens are not going to generate a complete wrong instruction.
STOP: {0, ok} HOVER: {5, 5} GO: {ok, ok}
(a) Instructing the robot to stop executing the current program and hover.
CONTD: {pic, 0} Param 2: {2, pic} Increase: {right, pic} GO: {ok, ok}
(b) Instructing the robot to continue its program but increase the value of parameter 2 (by one step).
Figure 7.7: Demonstrations of hand gesture-based robot programming using Robo-Chat-Gest. The yel-
low bounding boxes represent the hand gestures detected by our CNN-based model; note that the {left,
right} hand gestures are ordered as the person’s left and right hands.
Table 7.4: Performance of our framework on test data using different hand gesture recognizers.
Hand Gesture
Recognizer
Total # of Instruc-
tions (Gestures)
Correct Detection Accuracy (%) FPS (robot CPU)
Our Model 30 (162) 24 (128) 80 (78) 17-18
Faster RCNN
(Inception V2)
30 (162) 29 (152) 96.6 (93.8) 2-3
SSD (Mo-
bileNet V2)
30 (162) 27 (144) 90 (88.8) 6-7
Figure 7.7 demonstrates how divers can communicate instructions to the robot using a se-
quence of hand gestures in Robo-Chat-Gest. We test our framework extensively using the three
different hand gesture recognizers. The test dataset contains a diverse set of 30 instructions that
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involve a total of 162 hand gestures. Table 7.4 illustrates the performance of Robo-Chat-Gest
for different choices of hand gesture recognizers; it shows that our CNN-based model is signifi-
cantly faster than the state-of-the-art models. However, the detection accuracy is not very good;
it correctly detected 24 out of 30 instructions with a hand gesture recognition accuracy of 78%.
We inspected the failed cases and found the following issues:
• In some cases, the diver’s hand(s) appeared in front of his face or only partially appeared
in the field-of-view. In these cases, not all of the hand(s) appeared in the selected region
which caused the gesture recognizer to detect ‘ok’s as ‘0’s, or ‘pic’s as ‘1’s, etc.
• Surface reflection and air bubbles often cause problems for the region selector. Although
surface reflection is not common in deep water, suspended particles and limited visibility
are additional challenges in deep water scenarios.
 {ok, 0}  {left, left}  {5, 5}  {0, 0}  {ok, 0}
(a) Detections using Faster RCNN (inception v2).
 {pic, pic}  {3, 3}  {ok, ok}  {0, ok}  {ok, ok}
(b) Detections using SSD (MobileNet v2).
Figure 7.8: A few snapshots of robust hand gesture recognition by the state-of-the-art object detectors
used in our framework.
The state-of-the-art deep visual detectors perform much better in such challenging condi-
tions. As demonstrated in Table 7.4, Faster RCNN correctly detected 29 out of 30 instructions
with a hand gesture recognition accuracy of 93.8%. On the other hand, SSD correctly detected
27 our of 30 instructions with an 88.8% hand gesture recognition accuracy. Although these
detectors are slower than our model, they are significantly more robust and accurate. We have
used both Faster RCNN and SSD in Robo-Chat-Gest for real-time experiments (Figure 7.8);
their slow running times do not affect the overall operation significantly. Detecting hand ges-
tures is not as time-critical as tracking a diver in real-time; therefore, even 2-3 detections per
second is good enough for practical implementations. Currently, we use SSD (MobileNet V2)
as the hand gesture recognizer to balance the trade-offs between performance and running time.
7.3.5 Field Experiments: Robo-Chat-Gest
The qualitative and quantitative results illustrated so far are based on numerous field experi-
ments in pools and oceans. We now demonstrate the practical use-cases of Robo-Chat-Gest
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Figure 7.9: Image sequence demonstrating gesture-based communication to enable person following un-
derwater (left-to-right, top-to-bottom). An individual is using hand gestures to instruct the robot to switch
to diver-following mode from its current (hovering) mode. The robot detects these hand gestures through
its back camera, decodes the instruction, and executes the diver-following program. Subsequently, it de-
tects the person to follow using its front camera and starts following him. A short video of the experiment
can be found at: https://youtu.be/An4IdMV_VtU.
in human-robot collaborative applications. Specifically, we perform experiments where Robo-
Chat-Gest is used to instruct a robot to perform various atomic instructions such as calibrating
the flippers, swimming forward, hovering, etc. Additionally, we tested the task switching oper-
ations, i.e., instructing the robot to stop its current task and execute another specified task. As
an operational constraint, these tasks are specified to the robot beforehand and the hand gesture-
based communication framework is configured such that these modules are invoked when the
corresponding instructions are detected. Demonstration of a sample experiment is illustrated in
Figure 7.9, in which a person communicates the following instruction to the MinneBot AUV:
STOP current program and EXECUTE the DIVER-FOLLOWING module.
Since MinneBot has its ‘menu selection screen’ on the rear end, its back camera is used for
human-robot communication purposes. First, the person performs a correct sequence of hand
gestures in front of the back camera. Once the hand gestures are detected, the corresponding
instruction is generated and the diver-following module is invoked. Then, it detects the diver in
front (using its front camera) and starts following him. It is important to note that the overall
operation is independent of this setup; the same diver can perform hand gestures and start lead-
ing the robot using front cameras only. However, we have found the current setup operationally
convenient for our experiments.
7.3.6 User Study: Human-Robot Communication
We also perform simulation experiments on controlling an Aqua robot based on the instructions
generated from sequences of hand gestures performed by participants. The gesture sequences
are captured through a web-cam and the simulation is performed in Gazebo on the ROS Kinetic
platform. As illustrated in Figure 7.10, gesture-tokens are successfully decoded to control the
robot. Although a noise-free simulation environment does not pose most challenges that are
common in the real world, it helps to set benchmarks for expected performance bounds and is
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useful in human interaction studies. We conduct such a study where the participants are intro-
duced to Robo-Chat-Gest, the fiducial-based Robo-Chat framework [32], and the Robo-Chat-
Motion framework [33] where a set of discrete motions from a pair of fiducials are interpreted as
gesture-tokens. AprilTags [30] are used for the Robo-Chat trials to deliver commands. A total
of ten individuals participated in the study, who were grouped according to their familiarity with
robot programming paradigms in the following manner:
• Beginner (2 participants): unfamiliar with gesture/fiducial based robot programming.
• Medium (7 participants): familiar with gesture/fiducial based robot programming.
• Expert (1 participants): familiar and practicing these frameworks for some time.
{0, ok}                {0, left}             {ok, 2}             {pic, ok}            {ok, 0}             {ok, ok}       
           
STOP current-program, go LEFT for 20 secs, GO. 
     Aqua is hovering;                          turns left;                            and goes left for 20 sec.
Figure 7.10: Controlling an Aqua robot using instructions generated from a sequence of hand gestures
performed by a person; the simulation is performed in Gazebo on the ROS-kinetic platform.
The study is similar to the one conducted by Xu et al. [33]. In the first set of trials, partic-
ipants are asked to perform sequences of gestures to generate the following instructions in all
three interaction paradigms:
1. STOP current-program, HOVER for 50 seconds, GO.
2. CONTD current-program, take SNAPSHOTS for 20 seconds, GO.
3. CONTD current-program, Update Parameter 3 to DECREASE, GO.
4. STOP current-program, EXECUTE Program 1, GO.
In the second set of trials, the participants are asked to program the robot for the following two
relatively more complex scenarios:
a. The robot has to stop its current task and execute program 2 while taking snapshots, and
b. The robot has to take pictures for 50 seconds and then start following the diver.
For all the experiments mentioned above, participants perform gestures with hands, April-
Tags, and discrete motions with AprilTags. Correctness and the amount of time taken were
recorded in each case. Figure 7.11 shows the comparison of the average time taken to per-
form gestures for generating different types of instructions. Participants quickly adopted the
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Table 7.5: Average number of mistakes using [hand gesture, Robochat, AprilT tags with motion] for
different users before correctly generating the instruction.
Instruction Type Total # of Instructions (Gestures) Beginner User Medium User
STOP 2 (10) [2, 1, 3] [1, 0, 1]
CONTD 2 (10) [0, 0, 1] [0, 0, 0]
Complex 2 (16) [2, 3, 7] [2, 2, 3]
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of average time taken to perform gestures to successfully generate different
programs (STOP : instructions 1 and 4, CONTD: instructions 2 and 3, Complex: scenarios a and b).
hand gestures-to-instruction mapping and took significantly less time to finish programming
compared to the other two alternatives. Specifically, participants found it inconvenient and
time-consuming to search through all the tags for each instruction token. On the other hand,
although performing a set of discrete motions with only two AprilTags saves time, it was less
intuitive to the participants. As a result, it still took a long time to formulate the correct gestures
for complex instructions, as evident from the results. One interesting result is that the beginner
users took less time to complete the instructions compared to medium users. This is probably
because unlike the beginner users, medium users were trying to intuitively interpret and learn
the syntax while performing the gestures. However, as illustrated by Table 7.5, beginner users
made more mistakes on an average before completing an instruction successfully. The expert
user performed all tasks on the first try, hence only comparison for beginner and medium users
is presented. Since there are no significant differences in the number of mistakes for any type
of user, we conclude that simplicity, efficiency, and intuitiveness are the major advantages of
Robo-Chat-Gest over the existing methods.
7.3.7 Qualitative Evaluation: FUnIE-GAN
We first qualitatively analyze the enhanced color and sharpness of the FUnIE-GAN-generated
images compared to their respective ground truths. As Fig. 7.12a shows, the true color and
sharpness is mostly recovered in the enhanced images. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 7.12b, we
observe that the greenish hue in underwater images are rectified and the global contrast is en-
hanced. These are primary characteristics of an effective underwater image enhancer. Next,
we conduct a qualitative comparison of perceptual image enhancement by FUnIE-GAN with
a number of state-of-the-art models; we consider (i) underwater GAN with gradient penalty
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Distorted (input) Generated (output) G. Truth
(a) True color and sharpness is restored in the en-
hanced image.
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(b) The greenish hue is rectified and global contrast
is enhanced.
Figure 7.12: Improved image attributes by FUnIE-GAN in terms of color, sharpness, and contrast.
Original FUnIE-GAN LS-GAN Res-GANPix2Pix Res-WGANFUnIE-GAN-UP* CycleGAN* UGAN-P
Figure 7.13: Qualitative performance comparison of FUnIE-GAN and FUnIE-GAN-UP with Cycle-
GAN [51], UGAN-P [9], Pix2Pix [46], least-squared GAN (LS-GAN [49]), residual GAN (Res-
GAN [128]), and residual Wasserstein GAN (Res-WGAN [47]). The super-scripted asterisk (∗) rep-
resents unpaired training.
(UGAN-P [9]), (ii) Pix2Pix [46], (iii) least-squared GAN (LS-GAN [49]), (iv) GAN with resid-
ual blocks [128] in the generator (Res-GAN), and (v) Wasserstein GAN [47] with residual
blocks in the generator (Res-WGAN). These models are implemented with 8 encoder-decoder
pairs (or 16 residual blocks) in the generator network and 5 convolutional layers in the discrimi-
nator. They are trained on the paired EUVP dataset using the same setup as the FUnIE-GAN. In
addition, we consider CycleGAN [51] as a baseline for comparing the performance of FUnIE-
GAN with unpaired training (i.e., FUnIE-GAN-UP). Their perceptual image enhancements are
compared on a common test set; we present a few sample comparisons in Fig. 7.13.
As demonstrated in Fig. 7.13, Res-GAN and Res-WGAN suffer from over-saturation, while
LS-GAN generally fails to rectify the greenish hue in images. UGAN-P and Pix2Pix perform
reasonably well and their enhanced images are comparable to that of FUnIE-GAN; however,
UGAN-P often over-saturates bright objects in the scene while Pix2Pix fails to enhance global
brightness in some cases. On the other hand, we observe that achieving color consistency and
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hue rectification are relatively more challenging through unpaired learning. This is mostly be-
cause of the lack of reference color or texture information in the loss function. Nevertheless,
FUnIE-GAN-UP still outperforms CycleGAN in general. Overall, FUnIE-GAN performs as
well and often better compared to these models for underwater image enhancement despite hav-
ing a much simpler network architecture.
Table 7.6: Average PSNR and SSIM values on 1K paired test images of EUVP dataset.
Model PSNR
(
G(x),y
)
SSIM
(
G(x),y
)
Input: 17.27± 2.88 Input: 0.62± 0.075
Res-WGAN 16.46± 1.80 0.5762± 0.014
Res-GAN 14.75± 2.22 0.4685± 0.122
LS-GAN 17.83± 2.88 0.6725± 0.062
Pix2Pix 20.27± 2.66 0.7081± 0.069
UGAN-P 19.59± 2.54 0.6685± 0.075
CycleGAN 17.14± 2.65 0.6400± 0.080
FUnIE-GAN-UP 21.36± 2.17 0.8164± 0.046
FUnIE-GAN 21.92± 1.07 0.8876± 0.068
Table 7.7: Average UIQM values on 1K paired and 2K unpaired test images of EUVP dataset.
Paired data Unpaired data
Model Input: 2.20± 0.69 Input: 2.29± 0.62
G. Truth: 2.91± 0.65 G. Truth: N/A
Res-WGAN 2.55± 0.64 2.46± 0.67
Res-GAN 2.62± 0.89 2.28± 0.34
LS-GAN 2.37± 0.78 2.59± 0.52
Pix2Pix 2.65± 0.55 2.76± 0.39
UGAN-P 2.72± 0.75 2.77± 0.34
CycleGAN 2.44± 0.71 2.62± 0.67
FUnIE-GAN-UP 2.56± 0.63 2.81± 0.65
FUnIE-GAN 2.78± 0.43 2.98± 0.51
7.3.8 Quantitative Evaluation: FUnIE-GAN
We consider two standard metrics [129, 12] named Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and
Structural Similarity (SSIM) in order to quantitatively compare FUnIE-GAN-enhanced images
with their respective ground truth. We conduct a similar analysis for Underwater Image Quality
Measure (UIQM) [130, 131], which quantifies underwater image colorfulness, sharpness, and
contrast. Their definitions and relevant details are provided in Appendix D.1.
We use a set of 1K paired test images (x ∈ X,y ∈ Y ) in our evaluation. At first, we use
FUnIE-GAN to generate enhanced imagesG(x) for each x and then compute PSNR
(
G(x),y
)
and SSIM
(
G(x),y
)
using Eq. D.1 and D.2, respectively. In Table 7.6, we provide the aver-
aged PSNR and SSIM values over 1K test images for FUnIE-GAN and compare the results
with the same models used in the qualitative evaluation. The results indicate that FUnIE-GAN
performs best on both PSNR and SSIM metrics. Moreover, the results in Table 7.7 indicates
that although FUnIE-GAN-UP performs better than CycleGAN, its UIQM values on the the
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Table 7.8: Run-time of FUnIE-GAN and UGAN-P on different hardware (in milliseconds).
Model Titan Xp Jetson TX2 Robot CPU
FUnIE-GAN 11.10 (90 fps) 65.81 (15.2 fps) 126 (7.9 fps)
UGAN-P 19.23 (52 fps) 370.3 (2.7 fps) −
paired dataset are relatively poor. Interestingly, the models trained on paired data, particularly
FUnIE-GAN, UGAN-P, and Pix2Pix, produce better results. We postulate that the global simi-
larity loss in FUnIE-GAN and Pix2Pix, or the gradient-penalty term in UGAN-P contribute to
this enhancement, as they all add an L1 term in the adversarial objective.
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Figure 7.14: Improved performance for object detection and human pose estimation on FUnIE-GAN-
enhanced images. A detailed demonstration can be found at: https://youtu.be/1ewcXQ-jgB4.
Our motivation for designing an architecturally simple model was to achieve a fast
inference-time so that it can be used in real-time applications. FUnIE-GAN operates at a rate
of 15.2 fps on a single-board computer (NVIDIATM Jetson TX2), 90 fps on a graphics card
(NVIDIATM Titan Xp), and 7.9 fps on a CPU (Intel CoreTM i3-6100U) used in a robotic plat-
form. As demonstrated in Table 7.8, these rates are significantly faster than its closest competi-
tor UGAN-P (based on the performance metrics discussed so far). Moreover, FUnIE-GAN’s
memory requirement is 17 MB, which is 5 times less than UGAN-P. As illustrated in Fig. 7.14,
we conduct further experiments in order to quantitatively interpret the effectiveness of FUnIE-
GAN-enhanced images for underwater visual perception. Specifically, we analyze the perfor-
mance of standard deep visual models for underwater object detection [1] and human pose
estimation [132] over a variety of test cases. On an average, we observe 11-14% improvement
on diver detection, 7-12% improvement on robot detection, and 22-28% improvement on human
pose-based 2D key-point detection in enhanced images compared to the original ones. It is to be
noted that the numbers vary depending on the image qualities of a particular test set. However,
these results validate the feasibility of using FUnIE-GAN for improving real-time perception of
visually-guided underwater robots.
7.3.9 User Study: Automatic Image Enhancement
We also conduct a user study to add human preferences to our qualitative performance analy-
sis. As Fig. 7.15 illustrates, the participants are shown different sets of 9 images (one for each
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Table 7.9: Rank-n accuracy (n = 1, 2, 3) for the top four models based on 312 responses provided by 78
individuals during the user study.
Model Rank-1 (%) Rank-2 (%) Rank-3 (%)
FUnIE-GAN 24.50 68.50 88.60
FUnIE-GAN-UP 18.67 48.25 76.18
UGAN-P 21.25 65.75 80.50
Pix2Pix 11.88 45.15 72.45
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Figure 7.15: A snapshot of the user interface used in our study.
category considered in Fig. 7.13) and asked to rank top 3 best quality images. A total of 78
individuals participated in the study and a total of 312 responses are recorded. Table 7.9 com-
pares the average rank-1, rank-2, and rank-3 accuracy of the top 4 (out of 9) categories. The
average rank-3 accuracy of the original images is recorded to be 6.67, which suggests that the
users clearly preferred enhanced images over the original ones. Moreover, the results indicate
that the users prefer the images enhanced by FUnIE-GAN, UGAN-P, and Pix2Pix compared to
the other models; these statistics are consistent with our qualitative and quantitative analysis.
SRDRM-GANSRDRM G. Truth (HR) Scaled Input (LR) 
Figure 7.16: Color consistency and sharpness of the generated 4× images compared to the ground truth.
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Figure 7.17: Global contrast and texture recovery for 2×, 4×, and 8× SISR.
7.3.10 Qualitative Evaluation: SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN
At first, we analyze the sharpness and color consistency in the generated images of SRDRM
and SRDRM-GAN. As Fig. 7.16 suggests, both models generate images that are comparable to
the ground truths for 4× SISR. We observe even better results for 2× SISR, as it is a relatively
less challenging problem. We demonstrate this relative performance margins at various scales
in Fig. 7.17. This comparison shows that the global contrast and texture is mostly recovered
in the 2× and 4× HR images generated by SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN. On the other hand,
the 8× HR images miss the finer details and lack the sharpness in high-texture regions. The
state-of-the-art SISR models have also reported such difficulties beyond the 4× scale [84].
Next, in Fig. 7.18, we provide a qualitative performance comparison with the state-of-the-
art models for 4× SISR. We select multiple 160 × 120 patches on the test images containing
interesting textures and objects in contrasting background. Then, we apply all the SISR mod-
els (trained on 4× USR-248 data) to generate respective HR images of size 640 × 480. In the
evaluation, we observe that SRDRM performs at least as well as and often better compared
to the generative models, i.e., SRResNet, SRCNN, and DSRCNN. Moreover, SRResNet and
SRGAN are prone to inconsistent coloring and over-saturation in bright regions. On the other
hand, ESRGAN and EDSRGAN often fail to restore the sharpness and global contrast. Further-
more, SRDRM-GAN generates sharper images and does a better texture recovery than SRDRM
(and other generative models) in general. We postulate that the PatchGAN-based discriminator
contributes to this, as it forces the generator to learn high-frequency local texture and style in-
formation [46]. More qualitative results are provided in the Appendix E.1; moreover, a video
demonstration can be seen in https://youtu.be/qOLZVgrxCwE.
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Figure 7.18: Qualitative performance comparison of SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN with SRCNN [72],
SRResNet [88, 84], DSRCNN [133], SRGAN [88], ESRGAN [89], and EDSRGAN [77].
7.3.11 Quantitative Evaluation: SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN
We now perform quantitative evaluation of SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN based on PSNR, SSIM,
and UIQM. We already introduced these standard metrics in Section 7.3.8; their definition and
relevant details are provided in Appendix D.1.
We use a total of 452 test images for the evaluation. As the results in Table 7.10 indicates,
the SRDRM-GAN, SRDRM, SRGAN, and SRResNet produce comparable values for PSNR
and SSIM, and perform better than other models. Moreover, SRDRM-GAN outperforms other
models by considerable margins in terms of UIQM measure. Furthermore, we compare the
quantitative performance of SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN models for different scales (i.e., 2×,
4×, and 8×); the results are provided in Appendix E.3 (in Table E.1 and E.2). These statistics
are consistent with our qualitative analysis.
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Table 7.10: Comparison for average PSNR, SSIM, and UIQM values.
Model PSNR
(
G(x),y
)
SSIM
(
G(x),y
)
UIQM
(
G(x)
)
SRResNet 24.21± 3.45 0.70± 0.08 2.21± 0.70
SRCNN 23.75± 3.26 0.69± 0.12 2.27± 0.68
DSRCNN 23.91± 3.41 0.68± 0.10 2.33± 0.62
SRDRM 24.96± 3.36 0.72± 0.11 2.35± 0.71
SRDRM-GAN 24.77± 3.32 0.70± 0.12 2.81± 0.56
ESRGAN 20.99± 3.12 0.58± 0.15 2.33± 0.55
EDSRGAN 21.88± 2.76 0.62± 0.14 2.42± 0.84
SRGAN 24.76± 3.42 0.69± 0.13 2.75± 0.66
Table 7.11: Run-time and memory requirement of SRDRM/SRDRM-GAN on Jetson TX2.
Model 2× 4× 8×
Inference-time (ms) 140.6 ms 145.7 ms 245.7 ms
Frames per second (fps) 7.11 fps 6.86 fps 4.07 fps
Model-size 3.5 MB 8 MB 12 MB
The qualitative and quantitative results suggest that SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN provide
good quality HR visualizations for LR image patches, which is potentially useful in track-
ing fast-moving targets, attention modeling, and detailed understanding of underwater scenes.
Therefore, AUVs and ROVs can use this to zoom in a particular region of interest (RoI) for
detailed and improved visual perception. One operational consideration for using such deep
learning-based models in embedded robotic platforms is the computational complexity. As
demonstrated in Table 7.11, the memory requirement for the proposed model is only 3.5-12 MB
and it runs at 4-7 fps on NVIDIATM Jetson TX2, which (and similar other embedded computing
boards) are widely used by underwater robots [114, 134]. Therefore, it essentially takes about
140-246 milliseconds for a robot to take a closer look at an LR RoI. These results validate the
feasibility of using the proposed model for improving real-time perception of visually-guided
underwater robots.
Chapter 8
Proposed Research Direction
The following sections present several research problems that we are looking forward to pursu-
ing in the near future. In particular, we discuss the research problems, aspired methodologies,
and relevant design choices.
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(a) Improved performance for object detection and pose estimation on FUnIE-GAN-enhanced images.
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Scaled for comparison SRDRM: 4x output G. truth (640 x 480)
(b) Realistic HR image generation by SRDRM from blurred LR images.
Figure 8.1: Improved visual perception using proposed image enhancement and super-resolution models.
8.1 Simultaneous Image Enhancement and Super-Resolution
As illustrated in Fig. 7.14, our proposed image enhancement and super-resolution models (i.e.,
FUnIE-GAN and SRDRM) are effective in improving underwater image quality in terms of
color, contrast, and sharpness. In Section 7.3.8 and 7.3.10, we quantitatively evaluated the
degree of improvement and validated their applicability for improving real-time perception of
visually-guided underwater robots. One immediate extension is to design a combined model that
49
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can simultaneously learn to enhance and interpolate underwater images at a higher resolution.
Specifically, we are trying to design a deep generative model that can learn to generate HR
enhanced images from poor quality LR images. The objective is to achieve a better on-board
operating performance compared to using two models sequentially (see Table 8.1). We believe
that running two models one after another is inefficient as there are possibly a lot of repeated
computations, particularly in the earlier layers.
Table 8.1: Comparison of run-time and memory requirement for image enhancement and super-resolution
in sequential order (i.e., output of one model is propagated to another).
Model Output Run-time (msec) Memory (MB)
FUnIE-GAN + SRDRM 2× 206.4 21
FUnIE-GAN + SRDRM 4× 212.2 25
FUnIE-GAN + SRDRM 8× 314.5 29
There are quite a few challenges involved in designing such a combined model. First, the
training pipeline needs to be ordered correctly, i.e., whether to learn enhancement before up-
sampling or vice versa. This influences the choice of loss functions as well. Secondly, designing
the minimal network architecture that accommodates the combined end-to-end learning is going
to be crucial for ensuring a fast run-time. Moreover, there are no significant research attempts
on simultaneous learning of image enhancement and super-resolution in the literature. Hence,
it promises to be a challenging and exciting exploration.
8.2 Robot-to-robot Relative Pose Estimation from Human Pose
Accurate computation of relative pose is essential in multi-robot estimation problems such as
cooperative tracking, localization [135], planning, mapping [136], and more. Unless global
positioning information (e.g., GPS) is available, the robots need to estimate their positions and
orientations relative to each other based on their exteroceptive sensory measurements and noisy
odometry [14]. This process is necessary for registering their measurements to a common frame
of reference in order to maintain coordination. Therefore, robust estimation of robot-to-robot
relative pose is crucial for deploying a team of robots in GPS-denied environments.
In a cooperative setting, robots with visual sensing capabilities solve the relative pose esti-
mation problem by triangulating mutually visible local features and landmarks. A lack of salient
features significantly affects the accuracy of this estimation [137], which eventually hampers the
overall success of the operation. Such difficulties often arise in poor visibility conditions under-
water due to a lower number of salient features and natural landmarks [138, 3]. Nevertheless,
close proximity of human divers to robots is a fairly common occurrence in underwater ap-
plications [8]. In addition, humans are frequently present and clearly visible in many social
scenarios [2, 139] where natural landmarks are not reliably identifiable due to repeated textures,
noisy visual conditions, etc. Hence, the problem of having limited natural landmarks can be
alleviated by using mutually visible humans as markers (i.e., features correspondences), partic-
ularly in human-robot collaborative applications. Despite the potential, the feasibility of using
human presence or body-pose for robot-to-robot relative pose estimation has not been explored
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Figure 8.2: A simplified illustration of 3D relative pose estimation between robot 1 and robot 2 (3).
The robots know the transformations between their intrinsically calibrated cameras and respective global
frames, i.e., {1}, {2}, and {3}. Robot 1 is considered as the leader (equipped with a stereo camera)
and its pose in global coordinates (1RG, 1tG) is known. Robot 2 (3) finds its unknown global pose
by cooperatively localizing itself relative to robot 1 using the human pose-based key-points as common
landmarks.
in the literature.
In our work [140], we are formulating a method for computing 6-DOF robot-to-robot trans-
formation between pairs of communicating robots by using mutually detected humans’ pose-
based key-points as correspondences. As illustrated in Figure 8.2, we adopt a leader-follower
framework where one of the robots (equipped with a stereo camera) is assigned as a leader.
First, the leader robot detects and triangulates 3D positions of the key-points in its own frame of
reference. Then the follower robot matches the corresponding 2D projections on its intrinsically
calibrated camera and localizes itself by solving the perspective-n-point (PnP) problem [141].
It is to be noted that this entire process of extrinsic calibration is automatic and does not require
prior knowledge about the robots’ initial positions. Additionally, it is straightforward to extend
the leader-follower framework for multi-robot teams from the pairwise solutions. Furthermore,
if the leader robot has global positioning information, i.e., has a GPS or an ultra-short base-
line (USBL) receiver, the follower robots can use that information to localize themselves in the
global frame as well.
In addition to designing a conceptual model, we are developing efficient solutions to the
practicalities involved in the proposed robot-to-robot pose estimation method. We use Open-
Pose [132] for detecting human body-poses in the image space. Although it provides reliable
detection performance, the extracted 2D key-points across different views do not necessarily as-
sociate as a correspondence. We propose a twofold solution to this; first, we design an efficient
person re-identification technique by evaluating the hierarchical similarities of the key-point re-
gions in the image space. We investigate the applicability of state-of-the-art appearance-based
person re-identification models [142, 143] as well. Subsequently, we formulate an iterative
optimization algorithm that refines the preliminarily associated noisy key-points by further ex-
ploiting their local structural properties in respective images. This two-stage process facilitates
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efficient and robust key-point correspondences across viewpoints for accurate robot-to-robot
relative pose estimation. In the near future, we plan to evaluate the proposed estimation method
over a number of terrestrial and underwater field experiments; we will also analyze its feasibility
in various multi-robot cooperative systems.
8.2.1 Background
The problem of robot-to-robot relative pose estimation has been thoroughly studied for 2D pla-
nar robots, particularly using range and bearing sensors. Analytic solutions for determining
3-DOF robot-to-robot transformation using mutual distance and/or bearing measurements in-
volve solving an over-determined system of nonlinear equations [14, 15]. Similar solutions for
3D case, i.e., for determining 6-DOF transformation using inter-robot distance and/or bearing
measurements, has been proposed as well [144, 145]. In practice, these analytic solutions are
used as an initial estimate for the relative pose, and then iteratively refined using optimization
techniques (e.g., nonlinear weighted least-squares) in order to account for noisy observation and
uncertainty in the robots’ motion.
Robots that rely on visual perception (i.e., use cameras as exteroceptive sensors) solve the
relative pose estimation problem by triangulating mutually visible features and landmarks [146].
Therefore, it reduces to solving the PnP problem by using sets of 2D-3D correspondences be-
tween geometric features and their projections on respective image planes [141]. Although
high-level geometric features (e.g., lines, conics, etc.) have been proposed, point features are
typically used in practice for relative pose estimation [147]. Moreover, the PnP problem is
solved either using iterative approaches by formulating the over-constrained system (n > 3)
as a nonlinear least-squares problem, or by using sets of three non-collinear points (n = 3)
in combination with Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) to remove outliers [148]. Be-
sides, vision-based approaches often use temporal-filtering methods, the extended Kalman-filter
(EKF) in particular, to reduce the effect of noisy measurements in order to provide near-optimal
pose estimates [146, 147]. On the other hand, it is also common to simplify the relative pose
estimation by attaching specially designed calibration-patterns on each robot [149]. However,
this requires that the robots operate at a sufficiently close range, and remain mutually visible.
Human-awareness is essential for autonomous mobile robots operating in social settings and
human-robot collaborative applications. A large body of literature and systems exist [8, 150, 2]
which focus on the areas of understanding human motion, instructions, behaviors, etc. Addi-
tionally, tracking human pose relative to the robot is particularly common in applications such as
person tracking [151], following [2], collaborative manipulation [152], behavior imitation [153],
etc. However, the feasibility of using humans’ presence or their body-poses as markers for
robot-to-robot relative pose estimation has not been explored in the literature, which we attempt
to address in this work.
8.2.2 Preliminary Results: Structure from Motion using Human Pose
We have obtained inspiring results during our early explorations. Specifically, we perform ex-
periments to validate that the human pose-based key-points can be used as reliable correspon-
dences for relative pose estimation. As illustrated in Figure 8.3a, we emulate an experimental
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(a) A group of people seen from multiple views and their 2D body-poses (detected by OpenPose).
... ...
(b) Person association and pose-based key-point correspondences for a particular image pair; a unique
identifier is assigned to each association, matched key-points are shown in green lines for the right-most
person.
(c) The reconstructed 3D key-points of the humans’ structure and the estimated camera poses (up-to
scale).
Figure 8.3: Results of estimating structure from motion using only human pose-based key-points as
features.
set-up for structure from motion with humans; we use an intrinsically calibrated monocular cam-
era to capture a group of nine (static) people from multiple views. Here, the goal is to estimate
the camera poses and reconstruct the 3D structures of the humans using only their body-poses
as features. First, we use OpenPose to detect the human pose-based 2D key-points in the im-
ages (Figure 8.3a). Then, we apply the proposed (current version of) person re-identification
and key-point refinement processes to find the feature correspondences across multiple views
(Figure 8.3b). Subsequently, we follow the standard procedures for structure from motion [154]:
fundamental matrix computation using 8-point algorithm with RANSAC, essential matrix com-
putation, camera pose estimation by enforcing the Cheirality constraint, and linear triangulation.
Finally, the triangulated 3D points and camera poses are refined using bundle adjustment. As
demonstrated in Figure 8.3c, the spatial structure of the reconstructed points on the human
bodies and the camera poses are consistent with our setup. Moreover, we get an average re-
projection error of 6.85e−5 pixels which is reasonably accurate.
We are currently working on further improving the important computational components
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of the proposed relative pose estimation method, in particular, the person re-identification and
key-point refinement processes. Additionally, we plan to perform extensive field experiments
in terrestrial and underwater environments to investigate its applicability in real-world applica-
tions.
8.3 Visual Attention Modeling
The problem of where to look in the scene is about finding the regions in the image space that
are relevant for a particular task. The task can be either to localize objects, to predict objects’
motion/activity, or to find interaction among objects in the scene. Such visual attention modeling
can help speed up the salient feature-based task execution for visually-guided underwater robots.
8.3.1 Background
Visual attention modeling is a well-studied problem [155, 16] particularly in the area of com-
puter vision, computational neuroscience, and human-robot interaction. The classical ap-
proaches [156, 157] are either bottom-up (i.e., stimulus-driven) or top-down (i.e., knowledge- or
goal-driven). The stimulus-driven approaches use low-level image features such as luminance,
color, texture, and often depth information to quantify feature contrast in the spatial domain.
This feature contrast is subsequently exploited for the spatial saliency computation. Automatic
saliency prediction over a sequence of frames (i.e., videos) is also explored [9, 18] extensively
because spatio-temporal features capture information about the motion and interaction among
objects in the scene which are important cues for attention modeling. On the other hand, top-
down approaches require an explicit understanding of the context of the scene [158, 17]. These
approaches solve the problem of visual question answering, i.e., finding the image regions that
are relevant to a query.
The state-of-the-art visual attention models [16, 17] use CNNs to extract a hierarchical fea-
ture representation in the image space. Various encode-decoder network architectures with skip-
connections are typically used to exploit the semantic features at multiple levels of abstraction.
The spatial attention prediction is then learned end-to-end from the hierarchical feature repre-
sentation by supervised training [158, 16]. Temporal deep models such as Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) networks are also utilized for spatio-temporal learning of attention model-
ing. These recurrent models are particularly useful in applications such as attention-based video
compression, activity recognition, video surveillance, etc. In a contemporary work, Bazzani et
al. [18] introduce a recurrent mixture density network that learns attention modeling from hu-
man fixation data. Such models can be utilized to imitate humans’ attention behavior, which is
of particular interest to us.
A few research work [159, 160] focus on visual attention modeling for object detection and
tracking in underwater videos. However, their usage is limited to salient feature extraction and
image enhancement for better object detection performance [161, 162, 163]. Hence, they do
not provide solutions for the where to look problem. Moreover, there are no large-scale datasets
for underwater visual attention modeling to facilitate large-scale supervised training of deep
models. We plan to address these limitations in our work.
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Figure 8.4: A few illustrations of visual saliency prediction in underwater scenes; such saliency maps
facilitate efficient visual search for regions of interest.
8.3.2 Desired Capabilities
We plan to design a bottom-up deep visual model that can accurately predict spatial saliency map
in the image space. More importantly, we want the model to imitate human attention behavior
so that visually-guided AUVs can intelligently identify interesting image regions. As shown in
Figure 8.4, such saliency prediction can facilitate important decision-making such as where to
look, where to go next, which samples to collect, etc. Moreover, in human-robot collaborative
settings, a robot can use the saliency map to formulate its actions during implicit interactions [2],
e.g., when the companion human is intending to communicate, when to approach the human,
when not to interrupt, etc.
We are currently exploring the performance of several state-of-the-art visual attention mod-
els on standard datasets. Additionally, we are in the process of preparing a large-scale under-
water dataset for semantic segmentation and visual attention modeling. Furthermore, we are
formulating a couple of ideas for designing a fast and memory-efficient visual attention model.
Once the dataset is prepared, we will be able to train and evaluate various models for underwa-
ter applications. Subsequently, we plan to conduct field experiments for performance evaluation
and feasibility analysis in real-world settings.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this paper, we provide robust and efficient solutions for a visually-guided underwater robot
to accompany humans in a cooperative underwater mission. In particular, we present vision-
based methodologies for autonomous diver following, human-robot communication, automatic
image enhancement, and image super-resolution. We describe their algorithms and discuss var-
ious practicalities involved in real-time implementations on robotic platforms. Our results from
simulation and field experiments validate that these solutions enable a robot to automatically
enhance noisy underwater scenes to facilitate an improved visual perception performance. This
enhanced vision eventually allows the robot to accurately detect, follow, and interact with the
companion humans in unfavorable sensing conditions.
In the near future, we plan to investigate the problem of robot-to-robot relative pose estima-
tion using human body-pose as markers. This will alleviate the problem of having limited natural
landmarks in underwater scenes in multi-robot cooperative settings. Visual attention modeling
based on humans’ activity patterns is another problem of interest in our future research. This
feature will potentially enable a visually-guided underwater robot to have a detailed scene un-
derstanding for more efficient human-robot cooperative task execution.
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Appendix A
A.1 Recursive formulation of µ∗(T )
µ∗(T ) = arg max
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A.2 Algorithm for finding optimal motion direction (v∗)
1: Set values for parameters: T , M , p, R
2: Set initial values to dynamic table entries for Markovian
3: transition probabilities
4: t← 0
5: while Next frame (f (t)) is available do Define windows: w(t)it for it = 0 : M − 1 Formulate
evidence vector: et
6: if t > 0 then Update dynamic table entries for:
7: P
{
Gt = w
(t)
it
∣∣∣Gt−1 = w(t−1)it−1 } (for all
8: (t, t− 1) pairs, using Equation 3.5)
9: end ifUpdate dynamic table entries for: P
{
et
∣∣∣Gt = w(t)it }
10: (using Equation 3.6)
11: if t > (T − 1) then Calculate µ∗(T, p) using Equation 3.1.2 Find F(µ) for each µ ∈
µ∗(T, p) Find v∗ using Equation 3.9 Shift detection window and update t
12: end if
13: end while
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Appendix B
B.1 Standard deep visual object detection models
Region Proposal 
Network
feature maps
Conv blocks
F
C
 L
ay
er
s {box, 
score}Inception V2  
Architecture
proposals
RoI 
Pooling
(a) Faster R-CNN with Inception V2: Faster R-CNN [101] is an improvement of R-CNN [164] that
introduces a Region Proposal Network (RPN) to make the whole object detection network end-to-end
trainable. The RPN uses the last convolutional feature-maps to produce region proposals which are then
fed to the fully connected layers for the final detection. The original implementation of Faster R-CNN
uses VGG-16 [165] model for feature extraction. We use Inception V2 [102] model for feature extraction
instead, as it is known to provide better object detection performances on standard datasets [36].
feature maps FC
 L
ay
er
s {box, 
score}YOLO 
Architecture
x detections 
per class Non-maximum 
Suppression
448x448
(e.g., x=98)
Conv blocks
(b) YOLO V2 and Tiny TOLO: YOLO models [166, 106] formulate object detection as a regression
problem in order to avoid using computationally expensive RPNs. They divide the image space into
rectangular grids and predict a fixed number of bounding boxes, their corresponding confidence scores,
and class probabilities. Although there are restrictions on the maximum number of object categories,
they perform faster than the standard RPN-based object detectors. Tiny YOLO [107] is a scaled down
version of the original model having sparser layers that runs much faster compared to the original model;
however, it sacrifices detection accuracy in the process.
(e.g., x=8732)
feature maps FC
 L
ay
er
s {box, 
score}MobileNet V2 
Architecture
x detections 
per class Non-maximum 
Suppression
300x300
E
xt
ra
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on
v 
La
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rs
Conv blocks
(c) SSD with MobileNet V2: SSD (Single-Shot Detector) [103] also performs object localization and
classification in a single pass of the network using the regression trick as in the YOLO [166] model. The
architectural difference of SSD with YOLO is that it introduces additional convolutional layers to the end
of a base network, which results in improved performances. In our implementation, we use MobileNet
V2 [104] as the base network to ensure faster running time.
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Appendix C
C.1 Instruction format in Robo-Chat-Gest
STOP  current-program
DO  Task
For  N seconds
 
N = a number [0-5]*
CONTD  current-program
Take-Snapshots
For  N seconds  
STOP  current-program
Execute-Program  N
CONTD  current-program
Update  Parameter P
TO  step  
step = {increase, decrease, default}  
P = parameter number [0-5]  
Task = {Hover, Follow Me, 
           Go Left, Go Right, 
           Go Up, Go Down }  
N = a number [0-5]*  
C.2 Generating instructions using hand gestures
STOP current-program,             HOVER      For  50 seconds,                                  GO.
{start_token}                             {task}         {number}{next_digit}{number}      {end_token}
    {0, ok}                                     {5, 5}          {ok, 5}    {pic, ok}    {ok, 0}           {ok, ok}
CONTD current-program,    take SNAPSHOTS     For  20 seconds,                         GO.
 {pic, 0}                                       {pic, pic}       {ok, 2}     {pic, ok}   {ok, 0}        {ok, ok}
CONTD current-program,        Update Parameter 3                 DECREASE,           GO.
{pic, 0}                                               {3, pic}                               {left, pic}           {ok, ok}
STOP current-program,                 EXECUTE      Program   1,                 GO.
{0, ok}                                      {pic, 2}           {ok, 1}             {ok, ok}
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Appendix D
D.1 Standard performance metrics for image-quality analysis
i. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR): The PSNR approximates the reconstruction quality
of a generated image x compared to its ground truth y based on their Mean Squared Error
(MSE) as follows:
MSE(x,y) =
1
mn
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
|xi,j − yi,j |2
PSNR(x,y) = 20 log10
[
255/MSE(x,y)
]
.
(D.1)
ii. Structural Similarity (SSIM): The SSIM [167] compares the image patches based on three
properties: luminance, contrast, and structure. It is defined as:
SSIM(x,y) =
(
2µxµy + c1
µ2x + µ2y + c1
)(
2σxy + c2
σ2x + σ2y + c2
)
. (D.2)
Here, µx (µy) denotes the mean, and σ2x (σ
2
y) denotes the variance of x (y); whereas σxy
denotes the cross-correlation between x and y. Additionally, c1 = (255 × 0.01)2 and
c2 = (255× 0.03)2 are constants that ensure numeric stability.
iii. Underwater Image Quality Measure (UIQM): The UIQM [130, 131] is a linear combina-
tion of three metrics: image colorfulness, sharpness, and contrast. The UIQM is expressed
as follows:
UIQM(x) = cc × UICM(x) + cs × UISM(x) + cm × UIConM(x) (D.3)
Here, the constant values are cc = 0.0282, cs = 0.2953, and cm = 3.5753; We follow the
standard definition of Eq. D.3 and relevant procedures for computing UICM, UISM, and
UIConM that are described in [12].
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E.1 Additional qualitative results for SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN
SRDRM-GAN ESRGAN EDSRGAN SRGAN
SRDRM SRResNet SRCNN DSRCNN
SRDRM-GAN ESRGAN EDSRGAN SRGAN
SRDRM SRResNet SRCNN DSRCNN
Figure E.1: Qualitative performance comparison of SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN with SRCNN [72],
SRResNet [88, 84], DSRCNN [133], SRGAN [88], ESRGAN [89], and EDSRGAN [77].
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E.2 Additional qualitative results for SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN
SRDRM-GAN ESRGAN EDSRGAN SRGAN
SRDRM SRResNet SRCNN DSRCNN
Figure E.2: Qualitative performance comparison of SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN with SRCNN [72],
SRResNet [88, 84], DSRCNN [133], SRGAN [88], ESRGAN [89], and EDSRGAN [77].
E.3 Additional quantitative results for SRDRM and SRDRM-GAN
Table E.1: Performance of 2×, 4×, and 8× SISR for SRDRM model.
Metric 2× 4× 8×
PSNR
(
G(x),y
)
26.16± 3.52 24.96± 3.36 22.83± 2.63
SSIM
(
G(x),y
)
0.77± 0.10 0.72± 0.11 0.66± 0.07
UIQM
(
G(x)
)
2.47± 0.69 2.35± 0.71 2.17± 0.55
Table E.2: Performance of 2×, 4×, and 8× SISR for SRDRM-GAN model.
Metric 2× 4× 8×
PSNR
(
G(x),y
)
26.77± 4.05 24.77± 3.32 22.13± 3.05
SSIM
(
G(x),y
)
0.817± 0.07 0.70± 0.12 0.59± 0.16
UIQM
(
G(x)
)
2.87± 0.55 2.81± 0.56 2.77± 0.59
